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Many clients regard 
their companion 
animals as cherished 
family members; 
consequently, they 

have high expectations that emotional 
and medical needs will be met. We 
engage in emotionally intense work 
and in doing so often give at a cost 
to ourselves. It is this ‘cost of caring’ 
which is known as compassion fatigue.

As a recognised psychological condi-
tion, compassion fatigue can affect 
anyone who engages in emotionally 
intense work and is exposed to the 
suffering of others. Studies confirm 
that the veterinary industry is not 
immune to compassion fatigue. Being 
a veterina rian can be exhausting. It can 
eat you from the inside out, to the point 
of being all-consuming.

In veterinary teams, compassion fatigue 
can erode culture and profitability 
through increased absenteeism, 
negative changes in employee relation-
ships, lack of empathy towards 
clients, paranoia and uncontrollable 
complaining and gossiping. Common 
causes of stress for veterinarians 
include working more than 50 hours 
per week, dealing with difficult clients, 
euthanasia of animals and problems 
with interpersonal relationships. 
Sources of stress for vete rinary 
students and recent graduates may be 
quite different from those experienced 
by established veterinarians; however 
research is limited on this. 

"Veterinarians work with little super-
vision and can make many mistakes 
in their early careers", David Bartram 
writes in a recent study on suicide 
amongst veterinarians. Those mistakes 
may have "considerable emotional 

impact and may be 
significant in the 
development of suicidal thoughts. Add 
to that the long work hours, the threat 
of client complaints and litigation, rising 
student debt and ethical challenges, 
and it seems to be obvious why so 
many in the veterinary profession 
struggle with depression and suicidal 
thoughts. Long hours present a 
special challenge; a study of German 
veterinarians revealed that those who 
worked more than 48 hours per week 
reported higher levels of stress and a 
greater incidence of driving accidents." 

Bartram writes “Admission criteria 
at veterinary schools, which focus 
on finding the very brightest and 
most dedicated candidates, tend to 
attract these personality types by 
selecting students with high academic 
achievement and related emotional 
immaturity. Improving on emotional 
immaturity in veterinary schools could 
help students better learn to deal with 
clients in their future careers and act as 
a buffer against work-related stresses.” 

Another factor linked to the long work 
hours of veterinarians is the lack of 
work/life balance and the toll it takes on 
emotional health. We put in long hours 
with minimum time off and barely an 
opportunity to participate in activities 
that refresh and fulfil us – a hobby, 
an event outside of work, a spare 
hour playing with our own animals, a 
chance to take in a movie. We push our 
bodies beyond our capabilities, and 
run down our fuel tanks by taking few 
breaks, if any, eating only as we fly by 
the employee lounge, staying late and 
getting up early. Evenings at home find 
images of patients and clients popping 
into our brains, sometimes with 

disturbing results. Our emotional stores 
have become depleted, and we may 
begin to feel apathetic. After all, it hurts 
too much to care anymore. The only 
thing that hurts more is the realisation 
that we entered this career because of 
our love of animals, and we know they 
need us more than ever, if we just had 
something left to give.

We must learn that, while we 
care for others, we must care for 
ourselves as well. We must work 
together to help colleagues become 
aware of and accept this, and work 
within our organisations to create 
a compassionate culture where 
the leaders care as much about 
our emotional health as our work 
performance.

Don’t burn the candle at both ends, as 
you will run out of wax and wick. Our 
ability to wear every hat, mirror every 
client’s expectations and maintain 
a personal protective zone requires 
a strict code of rationing emotional 
handsels.

Put yourself first. 

Remain an active student. Learn, grow, 
and challenge.

Exercise, eat well and take care of 
yourself. 

Be realistic with your expectations.

Attitude is everything, keep your 
chin up and seek help if you feel 
overwhelmed.

After all, we know that veterinarians are 
everyday superheroes. Like the bumper 
sticker says: Real doctors treat more 
than one species… v
Johan Marais

From the President I Van die President

Johan Marais

Burning the candle at 
both ends...
Burnout is on the rise among the helping professions, 
including veterinarians, negatively affecting personal 
and professional wellbeing and the provision of quality 
care to clients and animals. Even more significant is that 
veterinarians are reported to have the highest incidence 
rate of suicide among all occupations, and twice as high 
as physicians and dentists. 
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From the President I Van die President

Om die kers aan beide kante te brand...
Meer en meer lede van die hulpprofessies, insluitend veeartse, brand hulself uit. Dit het 'n negatiewe invloed op 
beide persoonlike en professionele welstand en op ons vermoë om kwaliteit sorg aan kliënte en pasiënte te lewer. 
Boonop word dit gerapporteer dat die insidens van selfmoord by veeartse die hoogste is van alle beroepe, selfs 
dubbel so hoog as by mediese dokters en tandartse.

Baie van ons kliënte 
beskou hul troeteldiere 
as belangrike gesinslede 
en het gevolglik hoë 
verwagtinge dat 

emosionele en mediese behoeftes 
vervul sal word. Ons raak betrokke 
by emosioneel-intense bedrywighede 
en gee dikwels aan ander ten koste 
van onsself. Dit is hierdie "koste van 
omgee" wat lei tot deernis-vermoeiing. 
Deernis-vermoeiing is 'n erkende 
sielkundige toestand wat enigeen wat 
by emosioneel-intense werk betrokke 
is en aan ander se lyding blootgestel 
word, aantas. Studies in die verband 
het bevestig dat die veterinêre 
industrie nie immuun is tot deernis-
vermoeiing nie. Om 'n veearts te wees 
kan uitputtend wees. Dit kan jou van 
binne na buite opeet en uiteindelik 
alles-verterend raak. 

By veterinêre spanne kan deernis-
vermoeiing beide kultuur en 
winsgewendheid uitwis deur 'n 
toename in afwesigheid, verslegting 
van werknemersverhoudinge, gebrek 
aan empatie teenoor kliënte, paranoia 
en onbeheersde kla en skinder. 
Algemene oorsake van spanning by 
veeartse sluit in lang werksure (meer 
as 50 ure per week), hantering van 
moeilike kliënte, genadedood van diere 
en probleme met interpersoonlike 
verhoudinge. Bronne van spanning 
vir veeartseny-studente en pas-
gegradueerdes is moontlik anders 
dan hierdie, maar beskikbare 
navorsingsresultate hieroor is beperk.
"Veeartse werk nie juis onder toesig 
nie en kan heelwat foute aan die 
begin van hul loopbane maak", skryf 
David Bartram in 'n onlangse studie 
oor selfmoord by veeartse. Die foute 
wat hul maak kan "groot emosionele 
impak hê en grotendeels bydra tot die 
ontwikkeling van selfmoordgedagtes. 
Voeg daarby die lang werksure, 
klagtes van kliënte en dreigemente van 
regsoptrede, stygende studieskuld en 

etiese uitdagings en dit lyk voor die 
hand liggend dat soveel lede van die 
veterinêre professie met depressie 
en selfmoordgedagtes worstel. Lang 
werksure opsigself is 'n uitdaging; 'n 
opname onder Duitse veeartse het 
aan die lig gebring dat die wat langer 
as 48 uur per week gewerk het, hoër 
stressvlakke ondervind het en ook 
in meer verkeersongelukke betrokke 
was." 

Bartram skryf verder: "Toelatings-
vereistes van veterinêre skole, wat 
daarop fokus om die slimste en 
mees-toegewyde studente aan te 
trek, is geneig daartoe om hierdie 
persoonlikheidstipes te vind deur 
studente met hoë akademiese 
prestasie en gepaardgaande 
emosionele onvolwassenhied te 
selekteer. Verbetering van emosionele 
volwassen heid in veterinêre skole 
kan bydra daartoe dat studente later 
in hul loopbane beter met kliënte sal 
omgaan en kan ook dien as buffer teen 
werksverwante spanningsfaktore."

Nog 'n faktor wat gekoppel is aan 
die lang werksure van veeartse, is 
die gebrek aan werk-lewensbalans 
en die tol wat dit eis van emosionele 
gesondheid. Ons werk lang ure, 
met min af-tyd en min tot geen 
geleentheid om deel te neem aan 
aktwiteite wat ons kan verfris en 
herlaai, soos stokperdjies, kuier buite 

die werksomgewing, speel met ons eie 
troeteldiere of 'n fliek. Ons druk onsself 
verby ons vermoëns en dreineer ons 
brandstoftenks deur te min (indien 
enigsins) te rus, gou iets te ete te gryp 
en verder te hol, laat wakker te bly en 
vroeg op te staan. Saans, wanneer 
ons tuis is, is dit steeds die beelde 
van kliënte en pasiënte wat deur ons 
gedagtes gaan, soms met ontstellende 
gevolge. Ons emosionele reserwes is 
uitgeput en ons raak apaties – omgee 
vir ander veroorsaak net te veel pyn. 
Die enigste aspek wat ons nog seerder 
maak, is die besef dat ons veeartse 
geword het omdat ons omgee vir 
diere, met die wete dat hulle ons nou 
meer as ooit nodig het - as ons tog 
maar net nog iets gehad het om te gee!
Ons moet leer om, terwyl ons vir ander 
sorg, ook na onsself om te sien. Ons 
moet saamwerk sodat al ons kollegas 
tot hierdie besef kan kom en dit kan 
aanvaar. Ons moet 'n omgee-kultuur 
binne ons organisasies skep, met leiers 
vir wie ons emosionele gesondheid net 
so belangrik is as ons werksuitsette.
Moenie die kers aan beide kante brand 
nie, want dan gaan die kerswas en lont 
opraak. Ons vermoë om elke hoed te 
dra, om na elke kliënt se behoeftes om 
te sien en terselfdertyd 'n persoonlike 
beskermende kring te handhaaf vereis 
dat ons die emosionele uitgawes moet 
rantsoeneer.
Plaas jouself eerste.
Wees 'n aktiewe student. Leer, groei 
en prikkel jou gedagtes.
Oefen, eet gesond en sorg vir jouself.
Wees realisties wanneer dit kom by 
verwagtinge.
Gesindheid is alles, lig jou ken op en 
soek hulp wanneer alles te veel raak.
Op stuk van sake, ons weet tog dat 
veeartse alledaagde superhelde 
is. Soos die bufferplakker dit stel: 
"Werklike dokters behandel meer as 
een spesie… v

Johan Marais

"Gesindheid is alles, lig jou 
ken op en soek hulp wanneer 
alles te veel raak. Op stuk van 
sake, ons weet tog dat veeartse 
alledaagde superhelde is. Soos 
die bufferplakker dit stel: 
"Werklike dokters behandel 
meer as een spesie…"
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From the Editor I Van die Redakteur

Paul van Dam

O n top of this, almost 
half the class was not 
present. Some could 
not attend, some 
passed away, some 

did not want to and others could 
not be traced, proving that Google 
does not have the answer to all 
questions. Neither has Facebook, 
or Twitter, or any of the other social 
networks. Some people appear to 
have disappeared from the face of 
the earth. Google spews out many 

namesakes, but often not the one we 
are looking for.
When we left school, it was difficult 
to keep in touch. There were no 
cell phones, no social networks and 
there was no e-mail. After school we 
each went our own ways, studying 
at different universities, starting a 
career in different towns, wherever 
opportunity took us. All we had 
was the “Department of Post and 
Telecommunications” - snail mail and 
landlines. 

“What a problem!”, 
I hear some of 
our younger 
colleagues say. 
“We communicate 
with one another 
on a regular basis, 
making use of 
the technologies 
available to us 
- smart phones, 
tablets, laptops. We 
will not struggle to 
trace classmates in 

40 years time!” Probably true.

But, my dear young colleague, do 
you really communicate? Do you ever 
take your eyes off your phone to look 
someone in the eye and talk to him 
or her? Communication is not the 
mere sharing of words or pictures. 
Communication includes eye contact, 
body language, physical contact, 
sharing of feelings, laughing our loud, 
crying your heart out. It includes 
sitting together, quietly, sharing a real 
sunset or other special moment.

One best friend, one person you 
really communicate with, is worth 
more than a million followers on 
Facebook. 

Take time off to share with a loved 
one, with a best friend. Switch 
off all the gadgets and learn to 
communicate - it is worth it!! v
Keep well

On the Dam Wall
Earlier this month I attended a matric class reunion. Many years have 
passed since I left school (OK, I’ll admit it, it was a “40 years after” 
reunion)! Due to circumstances I could not attend previous reunions, and 
this was the first time I saw most of my old classmates since leaving school. 
Needless to say, I did not recognise them (or they me). Had it not been for 
name tags, we would probably have spent all our time trying to establish 
“who was who”. 

CREDO
We, the members of the Association, resolve at all times:
•	 To	honour	our	profession	and	its	Code	of	Ethics
•	 To	maintain	and	uphold	high	professional	and	scientific	standards
•	 To	use	our	professional	knowledge,	skills	and	resources	to	protect	and	promote	the	health	and	welfare	of	

animals and humans
•	 To	further	the	status	and	image	of	the	veterinarian	and	to	foster	and	enrich	veterinary	science
•	 To	promote	the	interests	of	our	Association	and	fellowship	amongst	its	members.

Ons, die lede van die Vereniging, onderneem om te alle tye:
•	 Ons	professie	in	ere	te	hou	en	sy	Etiese	Gedragskode	na	te	kom
•	 ‘n	Hoë	professionele	en	wetenskaplike	peil	te	handhaaf	en	te	onderhou
•	 Ons	professionele	kennis,	vaardigheid	en	hulpbronne	aan	te	wend	ter	beskerming	en	bevordering	van	die	

gesondheid en welsyn van dier en mens
•	 Die	status	en	beeld	van	die	veearts	te	bevorder	en	die	veeartsenykunde	te	verryk
•	 Die	belange	van	ons	Vereniging	en	die	genootskap	tussen	sy	lede	te	bevorder.
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Hoofartikel I Lead article 

Reputation is the brand 
of both our profession 
and its Association, the 
SAVA. It has been built up 
over the last century by 

generations of veterinarians serving the 
public and the State in many different 
ways and by delivering professionally 
caring and compassionate services to 
animal owners. The public has a high 
level of trust in our profession which 
is, however, beginning to crumble, as 
a result of increasing challenges to 
our belief that we are acting in public 
interest and that we are taking a lead in 
improving animal welfare.
Much of this criticism stems from the 
services we render to the intensive 
livestock industry and from our 
seemingly unreserved support of 
exploitive wildlife profiteering, to the 
extent that veterinarians are perceived 
to be part of these industries. Wildlife 
ranches are perceived to be the killing 
fields of Southern Africa, attracting 
wealthy trophy hunters in abundance 
for the foreign currency that they 
inject into our economy. How much 
truth there is in these perceptions is 
not clear. 
For some time now, there has been a 
growing unease amongst veterinarians 
about these matters and a change is 
taking place in the nature of ethical 
thinking within the profession. This 
is particularly evident in our younger 
colleagues who have had the 
benefit of newly introduced animal 

welfare and ethics education in their 
undergraduate curriculum. 
Some of this change has also more 
recently been reflected world-wide in 
the changes in the codes of conduct 
set by veterinary regulatory boards. 
This is reflected in the shift from an 
initially profession-centred (inter-
collegial good manners) code to an 
owner-centred (duty to clients) and 
then currently to an animal-centred 
(animal ethics) view of veterinary 
obligations.
We have seen these same changes 
taking place sequentially in the codes 
of conduct and facility standards 
prescribed by the SA Veterinary 
Council. Clearly the time has come to 
seriously reflect on our undertaking 
in our Association’s Credo in which 
we “resolve at all times to use our 
professional knowledge, skills and 
resources to protect and promote the 
health and welfare of animals and 
humans”.
If we are serious about protecting and 
promoting the health and welfare of 
animals, and being seen to do so, then 
as a first step, our conduct in rendering 
services where client-interests and 
animal-interests are not in harmony, 
must come under scrutiny and be 
subjected to ethical analysis. We are 
not in business to just do anything 
which clients are prepared to pay for.
To this end the mandate of the 
Association’s Animal Welfare 
Committee, has been extended to 

include animal ethics as part of its 
remit. The purpose of ethical review 
and analysis of professional behaviour 
in this context is not intended to be 
judgemental, but to ask the question 
and by analysis decide whether such 
conduct or the rendering of a service is 
the right thing or the good thing to do 
when judged against the animal welfare 
resolution stated in our Credo. If we, as 
a profession, violate this resolve then 
we cannot expect the public not to 
question our bona fides.
Underlying our obligation to practice 
ethically is the question of animal 
justice. Domesticated animals and wild 
animals that are confined on privately 
owned land, enclosed by fences, 
are property. Herein lays the main 
difference between our profession and 
the medical profession. Humans have 
legally entrenched rights including the 
right of autonomy, which are upheld 
by law in most societies in the world. 
In the medical profession individual 
human life is sacrosanct. This is 
directed by the tenets of the medical 
profession’s Hippocratic Oath.
The veterinary profession does not 
and cannot conform to all the moral 
imperatives of the Hippocratic Oath. 
Our profession was founded to serve 
the human interests in using animals 
and thus has always been largely 
anthropocentric and will remain so, 
respecting stake holder interests as 
being the reason for its existence.

Animal welfare 
advocacy,

animal justice 
and the veterinary 

profession
John Austin

“Art, like morality, consists of drawing a line somewhere”. G K CHESTERTON 1874 – 1936

>>> 6

Trophy hunting is big 

business in South Africa
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The law of rights embodied in the 
South African Constitution also gives 
the owner of an animal the right to 
exercise his/her will over how his/
her animal property may be used. It 
also protects cultural and traditional 
practices as an overarching human 
right. This affects the concept of 
justice as it is applied to animals. 
Animal owner ship does not always 
permit the owner absolute power over 
owned animals. This power is limited 
by other Statutes such as animal 
protection, animal diseases and other 
regulatory animal laws. 
Martin Whiting of the Royal Veterinary 
College holds that “the role and 
importance of justice when treating 
animals remains unclear, which 
means that either: (i) justice does not 
apply in the veterinary sphere; (ii) 
our understanding of justice needs to 
be refined when considering animal 
use; or (iii) a radical reformation of 
veterinary policy on treating animals 
is required. He proposes that the key 
question for this debate will be "is the 
purpose or use of an animal a morally 
relevant trait?".
Public sentiment, however, is not 
insensitive to seemingly unjust 
treatments or uses of animals and 
the growing animal rights movement 
must be seen as the exercise of this 
consciousness. Public opposition to 
using trained wild-sourced animals for 
circus acts stems from the sense of 
injustice to these animals, which we 
probably all share. It has already largely 
driven the nature of circus to solely 
human performer shows. Similarly 
our profession’s changed stance 
towards performing cosmetic surgery 
on animals is predicated on a sense 
of the injustice of such procedures, 
which, apart from the ethical argument 
in support of its abolition, engenders, 
amongst most colleagues, a sense that 
it is a betrayal of our calling.
There is also the inconsistency of a 
differing moral and legal status of 
animals in society to contend with (a 
socio-zoological scale in which, for 
example, dogs and cats are high up 
and rats are low down) and even such 
differences within a single species, 
to contend with. For example, any 
member of the public plagued with rats 

can freely purchase an 
anticoagulant rodenticide 
and kill them with a 
method which causes 
prolonged harm prior to 
their death. A laboratory 
rat on the other hand cannot nowadays 
be killed without clearance by an 
institutional animal ethics committee, 
subject to proven justified necessity, 
and in compliance with an approved 
humane method which produces 
immediate death, such as cervical 
luxation. A pet rat requiring euthanasia 
would normally need to be taken to a 
veterinarian for killing by injection of a 
fatal dose of pentobarbitone. If it were 
killed by the owner either by poisoning 
with a rodenticide or physically by 
cervical luxation, there would be valid 

grounds for prosecution for cruelty in 
terms of the Animal Protection Act. 
The moral complexity for our 
profession of supporting the use of 
animals for human benefit on one 
hand and professing to promote their 
health and welfare on the other might 
seem to be insurmountable. Under the 
circumstances, however, our profession 
cannot just shrug its shoulders and 
walk away from this issue. It is clear 
that we can serve our profession 
best by positioning ourselves against 
harmful and abusive uses of animals 
and can refuse to provide such 
services to the public. These position 
statements should make it clear where 
the opposition stems from and why 

the profession is ethically 
opposed to being complicit 
in causing harm to animals. 
To be fair, taking positions 
must however be mediated 
by consideration of the 

four components of moral reasoning, 
namely:

•	 knowledge	and	understanding	of	
ethical theory

•	 knowledge	of	the	stakeholders	in	the	
scenario and their perspectives

•	 knowledge	of	our	own	and	our	
profession’s morals (ethics)

•	 the	ability	to	include	all	of	these	
things in the reasoning process

This action has the advantage of 
conveying a clear message to society 
as to where, on ethical, legal or animal 
justice grounds our profession draws 
the line between what it will and will 
not do. Such an exercise is currently 
being undertaken by the Association’s 
Animal Ethics and Welfare Committee 
and it will in due course submit draft 
position papers and statements on a 
variety of ethically challenging issues 
for consideration by the Association's 
Federal Council. This endeavour will be 
tempered by the reality of the nature 
of our multicultural society and the 
reality that animal use supported by 
our profession will persist as part of an 
entrenched human dependency.

There is another avenue which needs 
to be actively pursued if we are to be 
sincere in living up to the values in our 
credo. That is becoming involved with 
allied interest groups in animal welfare 
advocacy. Animal welfare advocacy is 
a political process aimed at influencing 
decisions within political, economic 
and social systems towards instituting 
laws, humane education and other 
instruments which can change social 
behaviour towards better care and 
treatment of animals

Without these endeavours by the 
profession, the animal welfare tenet 
of the SAVA’s credo and all the well-
intended veterinarian’s oaths are at 
best delusional, since these and our 
credo’s claim that our profession 
will champion the welfare of animals 
cannot be substantiated. The reality of 
this situation cannot be ignored. 

References available on request. v

ANIMAL WELFARE <<< 5
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Article I Artikel

Just Yanking 
Your Chain...
Nicolene Swanepoel

Beyond treating and preventing physical disease, 
veterinary professionals can readily enhance the 
standard of  welfare of  the animals they care for.

A 
little lateral thinking 
can go a long way to 
make the companion 
animals in your care, 
their humans, and you, 

happier.

Physical disease – the only 
concern?

When I was a student in the 80’s 
veterinarians frowned on the idea 
of being involved in anything but 
“inspect, inject and collect”. From 
the 90’s the more adventurous 
practitioners cottoned on to the 
benefits of offering more than just 
primary, clinical and surgical health 
care. Not only did they start generating 
extra income by selling quality 
nutrition and “pet products”, the clients 
and animals had more to look forward 
to when visiting their vet. Client also 
started visiting vets more often, 

sometimes just to shop, as there was 
a now regular provision (food) as well 
as “fun stuff” to be had at the more 
attractive practices.
Staunch traditionalists who do not 
believe in this “behaviour nonsense” 
are fortunately slowly being replaced. 
Younger and young-in-mind veterina-
rians enter the profession with a very 
different attitude. To them the intrinsic 
“behavioural” or mental welfare of 
their “patients” are as important as 
preventing and curing disease.
For long now, more puppies (and 
kittens!) have had the benefit of 
“socialisation classes” at the veterinary 
practice. Vets who offer 
this on the premises, 
and vets who 
apply positive 
reinforcement, 
find these 

patients (and clients) not just easier to 
handle, but often also a delight to work 
with. How that can change the mood 
of YOUR day?
Stress or relax: vet, patient, 
client – YOUR choice:

Stressed-out veterinarians who are 
pressed for time and frazzled at the 
nerves, are often irritable, short with 
others, and in turn unable to convince 
their clients that they are VIP’s. Your 
hard-handedness and impatience not 
only puts the humans off, but stresses 
the patient out unduly, diminishing the 
welfare of all concerned.
Make time to relax outside work hours, 
but more importantly, learn to relax as 

much as possible while doing your 
work - learn to laugh with your 

clients while consulting. Take 
the time to hug a puppy. 
Work in such a way that 
you are more often smiling 
than frowning. Being 
involved in puppy classes 
yourself gives regular 

opportunity to do so - it is 
a regular refresher course 

which accentuate one of the 
important reasons why you became 

a vet in the first place (well, for most 
of us, at least): because the human-
animal bond is meaningful and worth 
working for.
While not every vet wants to or 
can apply more advanced positive 
reinforcement training, there are very 
basic little efforts that can make a 
difference. 

>>> 8
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Make the puppy or kitten’s first visit a 
pleasurable one. Give several snacks, 
fondle, and distract the patient for 
a short while before the unpleasant 
happens (rectal thermometer insertion, 
vaccination shot, etc.). 
Lure your clients away from forceful 
and injurious equipment. Suggest the 
replace a choke chain with a soft collar 
or Halti. Everyone, but especially vets 
and nurses who are involved with 
working or service animals, like police 
and military dogs and horses, and 
sport horses, should keep themselves 
updated on the basics of advances 
in training methods and -equipment, 
and should encourage the handlers to 
adopt them. 
Stock more humane alternatives 
prominently on your shelves. Refuse 
to sell harmful items like choke chains. 
Be sure you or an assistant can 
demonstrate the correct and effective 
use of the better equipment.
It is not always easy to confront clients 
who staunchly believe they know 
better. The typical “We have always 
done it like this, why should we stop?” 
can gently be countered that newer, 
better and mostly also more enjoyable 
solutions have been developed in the 
mean time. (Why are we so stuck to the 
belief that if something is enjoyable it 
implies it is non-effective? Is it because 
we are conditioned to believe that in 
order for something to be effective, we 
need to be “SERIOUS” about it?)

Use striking audio-visual 
material

If you cannot afford to carry stock to 
sell, have a sample, or simply display 
convincing photographs, leaflets 
or video footage of such products. 
Clients can then order what they need. 
Similarly, if you do not have the gift 
of diplomatic persuasion, the use of 
interesting and well constructed audio-
visual material can help.
Have attractive leaflets at hand to give 
them to explain the use of the better 
option, to avoid personal confrontation 
which will miff you both off, and 
possibly lose you a client. 
Let your running video in reception 
show short but inspiring positive 

reinforcement training sessions, or 
videos which give helpful information 
how they can better handle their own 
animals in a more gentle way – for 
instance how to dose a pill without a 
struggle, how to keep a cat quiet and 
content while he has to be examined 
(playful and pleasurable practice runs 
at home).

Converting the heathens

Rather than losing business, you might 
win over a hard handed human to 
adopt more gentle habits, in which 
case you will convert a worthy 
and loyal disciple who 
realises you are 
not all about 
selling the easy 
product, but 
care about 
the over-all 
welfare of 
their animal, 
and ensure 
better 
welfare 
for all the 
animals this 
person might 
have, in the 
future. Are cruel 
clients worth keeping? 
It might benefit your bank 
balance, but how does it affect the 
balance of your conscience if you keep 
quiet, or worse, keep feeding such a 
client’s abusive habits?
If you are asked to treat horses with 
stable “vices”, supply the client with 
information on better management 
systems, away from long term stabling 
- systems where horses can still be 

kept in small areas if need be. While 
restricted space like stables might be a 
more convenient management system 
for regularly ridden horses, horses are 
also readily accessible in the smaller 
spaces some “Paddock Paradise” 
systems consist of, but the horses are 
in a far more stimulating environment. 
Ensure horses are not isolated from 
each other, but are socially involved 
with compatible companions. Stabling 
has become the norm for riding horses 
- so much so that people forget that 
this is actually an unnatural system and 
should really only be done short term / 
as part of routine, and not the majority 
of the time. 
Do this “missionary work” for your 
smaller clients, but please become 
brave enough to also hook the big 
fish, for instance the racing fraternity, 
to adopt systems that are based on 
natural behaviour needs, and support 
the horses’ mental welfare.
It should no longer be considered 
sufficient for a veterinarian to treat the 
physical pathologies resulting from 

“behavioural problems” – actually 
often mental / “psycholo-

gical” abuses enforced 
on the animal, with 

drugs only. It 
is imperative 

that you do 
your best to 
influence 
your clients 
to address 
(their role 
in) the 

causes 
of such 

pathologies.

Fitting it all 
in:

However, few vets, even 
when they have an active 

interest, have the time to pander about 
with puppies for long before they 
vaccinate, or run effective behavioural 
consultations. There are many ways to 
not let this ham-shackle you. Find cost 
effective or better, income generating 
alternatives. 
Some of you might have been to the 
talk of the most inspiring Canadian vet, 

YANKING YOUR CHAIN <<< 7
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Martin Godbout, at the 2014 WSAVA congress in Cape Town. 
I was tremendously impressed how their busy practice 
integrated behavioural services into their daily routines. They 
employ several young, well-qualified dog and cat “trainers” 
whose task it is to introduce new puppies, kittens and even 
new adult patients into the practice in a most effective, safe 
and affordable manner. Before the animal even sees a vet 
for their first vaccination or other non-emergency treatment, 
they are shown “a good time” and learn to love coming to 
the practice instead of hating it. This sets everyone up for 
success, and a maximum amount of fun is had while work is 
being done. 
Similarly, if you have an equine practice, consider employing 
a good positive reinforcement equine trainer – someone 
who can demonstrate easily applicable principles of positive 
reinforcement training for horses (for riders and grooms), 
possibly also offer a series of positive reinforcement training 
sessions for clients at your premises, if possible, or as callout 
visits, but under your auspices, to their stables. This will 
benefit them as well as you as it should also make the horse 
a more manageable patient - also for your 
convenience and safety. 
Many of us have already bought into the 
benefits of puppy socialisation, similarly, in an 
equine practice, try to impress on uninformed 
breeders that the correct handling and 
socialisation of the neonate and young foal is 
most important – this will save them and your 
frustration and possible injury, and leave the 
animal less stressed after procedures.

No – it is not impossible! If captive, non-

domestic predators, like cheetahs, can become more 
manageable, without sedatives, for clinical work after some 
basic clicker training sessions, then a domestic animal like 
the horse can, too. 
And if you cannot do it yourself, there is no reason why you 
should not employ someone suitably qualified who can. 
Shrugging your shoulders and saying that “behaviour 
problems are not your problem” is not good enough. If you 
cannot address them yourself, you should know who can do 
so correctly, and refer your client to such people, rather than 
let them flounder about in a sea of charlatans. 

A win-all situation:

Rather let your client invest in the services of a person who 
will give the correct advice, to help them and you have 
more manageable animals to work with. Ideally, let your 
practice benefit financially, instead of them wasting money 
on fake “animal whisperers”.
So, applying a little lateral thinking can yield a win-all 
situation, not only in terms of your bottom line, but most 
importantly in terms of emotional welfare all round, too. v
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A 
7-9 day horse race, over 
1000km of Mongolian 
terrain, with one rider 
and a new horse every 
40km. Sound like fun? 

You have clearly never suffered from 
saddle chafe before...

This is the world’s longest and 
toughest horse race, pushing man to 
his/ her limits. Emulating the postal 
service that Genghis Khan instigated 
all those years ago as he conquered 
most of the earth, and which was still 
in place up until 1949. My mission: to 
find and vet the trusty steeds to carry 
them through. Easy peasy.

A vetting, a simple procedure to the 

average equine vet, occasionally 
more stressful to the average equine 
racing vet. Stage one – the clinical 
examination. Normally a fairly 
thorough, hands-on affair. Not so, 
according to 
the Mongol 
horse.

Firstly, you 
have to 
find your 
horse. In 
the stable I 
hear you cry. 
Or out on 
the steppes 
in the 

herd, roaming free. After 24hours 
of searching, 10 motorcycles and 
herders, several bottles of vodka and 
a goat later, the horses will be found. 
I stress the word found. Now we 
have to catch said beast, apply halter 
and get within a 15 meter radius of 
it. After much rope swinging this 
would be accomplished and the now 
tamed beast would be at one with 
‘Non-Golian’ human contact to allow 
a thorough clinical examination, trot 
up, leg palpation, oral and ocular 
examination. Repeat times 1500.

Horse vetting Mongolian‘ style
Dr Emma Alsop

‘I am a wild one, let me in, saddle me up 
and lets begin’- Flo Rida

‘Hey I heard you were a wild one’ 
became our theme tune as we (we 
being myself, the vet, Katy, the 
‘Chief’ organiser of  the Mongol 
Derby, Tess the interpreter and 
‘Bigman’, the Mongolian version 
of  Mike De Kock) travelled 
across 2000km of  Mongolian 
steppe on the quest for 1200 
horses for the Mongol Derby.

 Clinical exam - easy-peasy

Horse "fishing"

They’re just kids 
ponies!

Great great granddad, great granddad, granddad, dad and kids at the 
inaugural hair cutting ceremony ‘aka’ drink vodka til you drop ceremony

>>> 12
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Interspersed with these routine 
vetting's, were the treatment of wolf 
attacks, stallion bites, sick goats, 
calving cattle, general injuries that 
only horses seem to be able to obtain, 
dealing with child births and deaths, 
and all the usual human ailments that 
us ‘docs’ seem to be expected to cure!

And all the while travelling across the 
most amazing landscape and staying 
with the most generous, humbling, 

hard working, people I have ever 
encountered. Beds were given up for 
us ‘soft’ foreigners to sleep in, the 
fattest goat was boiled for us, we were 
invited into family rituals, hair cutting 
ceremonies, birthdays, you name it 
they celebrate it – with a lot of vodka 
and ‘airag’– fermented mares milk. 

Yummy, my favourite …

What an experience, I feel absolutely 
privileged to have done this trip, 
living with the Mongolian people, as 
they have done for hundreds of years 
(ok, now with the Kawasaki 550cc 
turbo v8). Will I be riding the race? 
No chance! v

Article I Artikel

As I said, just kids ponies

 Horse racing in Mongolia is for the love and honour of it. Successful herders adorn 
their homes or ‘Gers’ with their medals and trophies.

The mongol horse- ever obliging to be examined

Horse‘fishing’

MONGOLIAN' STYLE <<< 11
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I t is upon this system that The 
Adventurists based their race 
The Mongol Derby. The 1000km, 
"Longest and Toughest Horse 
Race in the World", is divided 

into 28 stages of roughly 35km each, 
with a change of horse for each stage. 
The horses are preselected about a 
month before the race, where they 
are vetted for the first time. During 
the race each horse is then vetted 
before the riders arrive at the horse 
station and again at the end of their 
ride before the rider can select another 
horse. One last vet check is done 
before the herders take their horses 
home. The vetting is based on FEI 
endurance riding rules, to ensure the 
health and welfare of the horses using 
proven parameters. This year, 37 riders 
started the race; with 28 horse stations 
(with spare horses at each station just 

in case) there were 1200-
odd horses to look after. 
Considering this number 
of horses involved, there 
were very few veterinary 
treatments required. 
These Mongolian 
horses, as the breed 
is called, are not tame 
well-handled endurance 
horses. They live like our 
beef cattle, semi-feral, 
fending for themselves 
and only brought in 
when needed to work. They can be a 
little feisty and a little skittish! Small in 
stature at 14hh average, these horses 
are immensely tough, surviving the 
-20°C Siberian-type winters and hard 
work in the summer interspersed 
with the craziest fever-pitch racing. 
Generally straight-legged, hard-hoofed 

and strong-backed they are selected 
by nature for survival and by humans 
for speed and endurance. Without 
them Genghis Khan would never have 
achieved his great military successes. 

Eight vets, each allocated a team of 
a driver and an interpreter, head off 
to a GPS point that is their allocated 
horse station. Here they are hosted 
by the herding family that has been 
contracted by the Adventurists to 
provide horses and to house and feed 
the riders and crew. You are welcomed 
by the openest hospitality I have ever 
experienced. The unique culture of the 
nomadic herders is simple, earthy and 
unchanged for the last few hundred 
years. Their animals are their wealth 
and their pride and as a vet you 
are always asked to look at various 
creatures. Treating them gets back to 
the real heart of being a vet and truly 
helping people.

Vetting the Mongol Derby 
By Dr Helen Tiffin

As an average South African kid I was clueless about Genghis 
Khan (correctly pronounced Chingis Khan). Now I am in awe of 
what I have learnt about him. He built an empire three times 
the size of the Roman Empire. In the lands he conquered 
he introduced an unprecedented rise in communication 
and trade. He abolished torture, granted religious freedom 
and undid the destructive feudal systems of aristocratic 
privilege. Social upliftment became based on actions, 
not on birth-right. And he set up a postal system of horse 
stations (Morin Urtuu) where messengers criss-crossed the 
Mongol Empire carrying messages. Byeronie Epstein

Byeronie, Tsetsgee Damdin (Mongolian 

Interpreter) and Helen Tiffin

Herder's horse
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This year’s Mongol Derby was won 
by a young Capetonian, 22 year-old 
Byeronie Epstein. South Africa was 
well represented by fellow rider Simon 
Pearse who won the “Buggering on 
Regardless Award”. South Africans 
staffed the veterinary team with Dr 
Anna Bowker, Dr Peter Dommet and 
Dr Helen Tiffin. The other vets were 
Campbell Costello (AUS), Caroline 
Murray (UK) and three Mongolian vets 
Baska, Erdenmunkh and Munkhbataar.

The Adventurists, “fighting to make the 
world less boring”, support sustainable 
tourism in the countries that they 

operate in. For the 
Mongol Derby, each 
rider has to raise £1000 
for charity, which goes 
to Cool Earth and to a 
charity of their choice. 
Katty Willings, Mongol 
Derby organiser, has 
been recognised by the 
Mongolian Government 
with the Mongolian 
equivalent of an MBE 
for her contribution 
and commitment to the 
development of the herders and their 
struggle to maintain their livelihood. 

http://www.theadventurists.com/about-
us is the place to go to read more – an 
entertaining and inspiring read. v

VETTING THE MONGOLIAN DERBY <<< 13 Mongol horses at the station

In Memoriam
A list of  veterinarians, both SAVA members and non-members, who passed away 
recently. Non-veterinarians who made a positive impact on the profession are also 
included. Please provide us with information you might have in this regard.
The following colleagues passed away recently:
Dr Ian Rowland Banks  20/04/1928 - 15/08/2015
Dr Rippon Morford   14/09/1938 - 19/08/2015
We honour their contribution to our profession and society in general. Our 
sincerest condolences to the families and loved ones! v
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Dietary Omega-3 Fatty 
Acids Improve Airway 

Function in Horses
In a study 
conducted at 
the Purdue 
University College 
of Veterinary 
Medicine, 43 
horses with airway 
inflammation were 
fed a complete 
pelleted diet and were not given hay. The horses 
were placed in three trial groups and were given 
30 grams or 60 grams per day of an omega-3 fatty 
acid supplement, or 30 grams of a placebo. After 
two months, all horses were evaluated for lung 
function, clinical signs of airway inflammation, 
and types of cells recovered from broncho-
alveolar lavage fluid.
Though improvement was seen in all horses at 
the end of the trial period (as could be expected 
because hay was replaced with a complete 
pelleted diet), the greatest improvements were 
seen in horses supplemented with omega-3 
fatty acids. Supplemented horses showed a 60% 
improvement in cough scores, a 48% decrease 
in respiratory effort, and a decrease from 23% 
before treatment to 9% after treatment in the level 
of neutrophils in broncho-alveolar lavage fluid. 
This could probably be attributed to the ability of 
these acids to modulate inflammatory responses 
within cells. 
Source: Equinews, Kentucky Equine Research v
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The Ark: JFK Airport to Build 
Luxury Pet Terminal with All the 
Trimmings
New York’s JFK airport is investing $48 
million to set up a 178,000-square-foot 
luxury pet terminal. Work has started on 
the terminal, to be dubbed The Ark, and is 
expected to be completed early in 2016. 
Cornell University's College of Veterinary 
Medicine is involved in the planning and 
operational development of the terminal. 
The terminal will be divided into three sections: an air cargo facility, 
and administrative facility and an animal handling centre. Facilities 
will include a companion animal veterinary hospital, open to the 
public and offering 24-hour care, companion animal boarding 
facilities, a training area, spa and grooming area, an animal import 
and export centre and a livestock export handling system.
Approximately 70 000 animals fly in and out of JFK Airport each 
year, with the highest proportion being horses. Large animals will be 
inspected and guided into special climate-controlled stalls equipped 
with bedding and natural light and given the opportunity to rest and 
receive food, water and care in departure lounges while their travel 
documents are processed.
While primarily a quarantine and boarding facility, it will be offering 
so much more than that. For dogs there will be a 20,000-square-foot 
luxury resort, complete with a bone-shaped swimming pool, flat-
screen TVs, “pawdicures” and massage therapy. For cats there will 
be a spectacular climbing tree and for most animals there will be 
webcams installed in their “suites” so their owners can keep in touch 
with their beloved pet while they are away.
All this luxury won’t come cheap and guests will be charged pretty 
much the same as a regular luxury hotel. Estimates are that a dog, 
for instance, will pay around $100 per night to stay in the “resort.” 
v

FAST MAIL • BLITSPOS
RUMA Launches New Guidelines on the Responsible 
Use of Antimicrobials in Cattle
The Responsible Use of Medicines in Agriculture Alliance (RUMA) recently launched its revised 
guidelines for farmers and vets on the Responsible Use of Antimicrobials in Cattle Production. 
They are available on RUMA’s new-look website at www.ruma.org.uk. The guidelines have been 
updated with extensive help from the British Cattle Veterinary Association (BCVA).
The new version of the Cattle Antimicrobial Guidelines for farmers stressed the need to 
manage farms to reduce disease challenge and minimise antimicrobial use. More detailed advice was included in the 
vets’ guideline to help them work with their farmer clients to achieve this. Both guidelines include practical advice and 
highlight the "Four Golden Rules on Disease Control."
Like all RUMA Guidelines, the new Cattle Guidelines are available free of charge. For the full guidelines, visit: http://www.
ruma.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/RUMA_antimicrobial_long_cattle_revised_2015.pdf v
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The SPCA Donation War is 
a new campaign that was 
started by the IVSA SA 
(South African chapter of 
the International Veterinary 

Students Association) this semester. 
The BVSc and DVN classes have 
been competing against each other 
in an effort to collect the most SPCA 
donations. There are donation buckets 
in each class, which are being filled 
with goods such as pet food, blankets, 
leads and anything on the SPCA’s 
monthly wish list. The response has 
been fantastic, with an equivalent of 
over R5800 in goods having been 
collected thus far, across all the years. 
We have already completed our first 
drop-off, and are excited to see how 
the next few months of collection will 
fare. This particular leg is running until 
the end of this semester; however the 
hope is that it will become a long-term 
fixture in the upcoming years. 

“Run 4 Rhinos” is another example of 
students getting involved in a charitable 
deed. As students, there is not a lot 
that we can do to help directly with the 

fight against rhino poaching and the 
next best option was to raise money 
to help. Funds raised are donated to 
Stop Rhino Poaching and Rhodis. Every 
year a group of students take on the 
task of organizing the event, with help 
from the Mr Danie Cornelius from Tuks 
Athletics. The event was held on the 
12th September 2015, at LC de Villiers 
Sports grounds. It is a dog friendly fun 
run of 5km or, for the more serious, a 
10km route. It is increasing in popularity 
with more and more participants 
entering. Thank you to our sponsor, 
Hill's, for their help this year.

Many people believe that the 
International Veterinary Student 
Association (IVSA) is just a group 
of students who get together and 
organise fun trips abroad on other 
people’s expenses. To a degree, 
these individuals are not completely 
incorrect. However, they’re missing 
the most important part – what these 
students manage to accomplish 
throughout the year preceding this. 

Two main events are hosted annually 
– these are the IVSA congress (which 
normally takes place in July) and 
IVSA symposium (which takes place 
in January). The delegates are made 
up of student representatives from 
each country, an executive committee 
(ExCo), elected officers and a board of 
trustees.

This year, during the 64th IVSA 
congress held in Cluj Napoca, 
Romania, General Assembly meetings 
took place where new and revised 
initiatives as well as officers for the 
following term are voted on. Three 
representatives of IVSA South 
Africa attended the congress in Cluj 
Napoca this year and we are proud to 
announce that our former president, 

Students now, veterinarians of the future 
Written By: Aqil Jeenah, Lara Murray, Magda Jannash and Ayla Newmarch

During the last month, since returning from their July-holidays, the veterinary students from the University of Pretoria 
have been very busy with a multitude of activities.

Donation war - hand over of collected 

items

South African delegation at the 64th IVSA 

Congress formal dinner

South African delegation showing off the 

wonders of veterinary medicine in SA

South African delegation at the national 

food and drink evening

>>> 17
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Dear colleagues to-be (soon!)

Y ou will be the first 
group of new-graduates 
to partake in the new 
Compul sory Community 
Service (CCS) programme 

of the Department of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF). 
The primary goals of CCS are great and 
have our full support. These are:
•	 To	promote	accessibility	of	

veterinary services particularly in 
under-serviced and resource-poor 
areas. CCS will therefore have a 
major impact on animal and human 
health and thus be at the forefront of 
the "one-health" approach.

•	 To	provide	an	opportunity	to	CCS	
veterinarians to acquire knowledge, 
critical thinking and problem-solving 
skills that will help their professional 
development. During your CCS year 
you will deal with cases that you 
might never see again, but that will 
add to your experience and practical 
skills.

But there are concerns, too. One major 
concern, voiced at all meetings on 
CCS, relates to the salary that will be 
paid to you, as CCS veterinarians. You 
will be employed as "government" 
or "state" veterinarians, and will be 
remunerated accordingly, a decision 
based thereon that CCS veterinarians 
are appointed and or remunerated:
•	 at	the	level	of	a	fully	functional	

veterinarian i.e. not in an internship 
nor in in-service training;

•	 as	having	veterinary	Day	1	skills;

•	 without	a	rural	allowance;	
•	 without	any	compensation	for	

accommodation. 

Based on current salary levels, 
the monthly salary will amount 
to approximately R 44 000-00 per 
month, more than you, as a new 
graduate fresh from Onderstepoort, 
will be offered anywhere else. The 
South African Veterinary Association 
publishes remuneration guidelines 
annually; in the latest version the 
recommended salary for new 
graduates is between R 25 600-00 -
R 28 770-00 per month, considerably 
less than what you will be paid 
during your CCS year. On top of 
this, veterinarians in rural practice 
will probably be paid less than the 
minimum recommen dation, purely 
based on affordability.
It is therefore important that you will:
•	 realise	that	your	salary	will	take	a	

huge dip after the CCS year;
•	 not	enter	into	any	fixed	term	con-

tracts that require monthly instal-
ments based on the CCS salary, as 
you might not be able to continue 
these payments later;

•	 invest	the	"extra"	money	wisely.	
Investigate all options available to 
you in this regard. 
- Speak to financial advisors (not to 

your fellow-students or lecturers 
at OP, please, as they might not 
be in a position to give you sound 
financial advice)!

- Set aside some of the money (aim 
for 40 - 50 %) in a safe investment 

for future expenses (such as a 
deposit on your first house). 

- You could use the money to 
repay as much as possible of 
your study debt (but keep in mind 
that study debt comes at lower 
interest rates and therefore is 
"cheaper debt", and that it might 
be better to repay this over the 
maximum period allowed). 

- Get financial advice (yes, I 
mentioned this before, but want 
to make sure that you do!)

In general, enjoy the CCS year that 
lies ahead and make full use of all the 
opportunities offered. Do not hesitate 
to phone an older colleague, whether 
he/she has been appointed as your 
official mentor or not – no colleague 
will put the phone down on you, we 
will all happily provide you with advice. 
Also listen to the non-veterinarians that 
you will encounter on your journey; the 
animal health technicians have seen it 
all before and have a wealth of practical 
experience to share with you!
The veterinary profession and the SA 
Veterinary Association are looking 
for ward to welcoming you as new 
colleagues! v
Regards
Dr Paul van Dam
Managing Director: South African 
Veterinary Association

An open letter to all final year 
veterinary students

Aqil Jeenah, was elected as committee 
coordinator for the ExCo. The itinerary 
included cultural Romanian tours 
and events, lectures by local and 
international speakers, veterinary 
workshops and skills development 
courses as a well as opportunities to 
network with international veterinarians 
and veterinary students.

The representatives also took part in 
live and silent auctions, during which 
a total of 3095 euros was raised for 
the Development Fund. This totalled 
to 6404 euros raised for the 2015/2016 
term, which was doubled up by Hill’s. 
IVSA have signed Memorandums of 
Understanding with Computers4Africa, 
VetStream Ltd., World Health Students’ 
Alliance (WHSA) and Vet Books for 

Africa, just to name a few which 
will expand the ability of veterinary 
students to better themselves as an all 
round veterinarian.

Attending an IVSA congress gives you 
a new perspective of the possibilities 
that could be achieved in the veterinary 
career. It is an experience every single 
veterinary student should have, if given 
the opportunity. v

VETERINARIANS OF THE FUTURE <<< 16
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The recent death of vultures, blue cranes, brown hyenas 
and other wildlife due to illegal poisoning should be a 
wake-up call for South African conservation authorities, 

law enforcement agencies and conservationists. While rhinos 
are faced with a grave poaching threat, other equally important 
wildlife species, especially scavengers and predators, are at 
risk of joining rhinos on the route of steep decline if the current 
spate of illegal poisoning continues. 
The recent death of sixty-six vultures in the Lowveld was 
confirmed by toxicological analysis as a poisoning case; at 
least one carbamate pesticide was detected in the analysis. 
More recent incidents in which ungulates were snared and 
their carcasses poisoned to kill vultures for traditional medicine 
are just the tip of the iceberg. In 2012 mass poisoning of 
blue cranes occurred in the Karoo. This is as yet, unresolved. 
Recently farmers reported that at least sixteen brown hyenas 
died probably as a result of poisoning in the Limpopo Province and earlier this year black-backed jackals were deliberately 
poisoned in the Addo Elephant National Park. Poisoned baits aimed at rhinos are often found in the Kruger National Park and 
associated private nature reserves. Fortunately, no rhinos have been poisoned to date in this important conservation area. 
Unfortunately, many of the wildlife poisoning incidents become “cold cases” as the culprits are never found. 
Deliberate poisoning of wildlife is definitely on the increase. Some of the poisonings are committed by poachers who kill 
wildlife for traditional medicine; vultures are mostly targeted for their heads that are used in divination. Lions have also 
allegedly been poisoned for their bones as part of the lion bone trade that services the Far East. Elephants have been 
poisoned in Zimbabwe to obtain their ivory, probably also for the lucrative illegal ivory trade in the Far East. 
What is of grave concern is the illegal use of pesticides and other poisons such as sodium-monofluoroacetate by livestock 
and wildlife owners to kill predators. Despite a concerted effort by the livestock industry driven Predation Management 
Forum (PMF) to offer farmers alternatives to poisoning predators, some individuals do not heed to warnings to refrain from 
illegal use of pesticides and poisons. Provincial conservation agencies have warned that the liberal distribution and use of 
sodiummonofluoroacetate (also known as "Compound 1080") is illegal, and should any retailer or landowner be found in 
possession of it, they will be prosecuted. There is reason to believe that vultures in the Eastern Cape and the sixteen brown 
hyenas in Limpopo were poisoned with Compound 1080; further investigations are geared to identify the particular toxins 
that were used to kill these animals. 
State departments are at a loss for funds to conduct toxicological analysis and often request 
the Griffon Poison Information Centre to fund such analyses. Villa Crop Protection, one of 
the largest agricultural remedy suppliers in the country, supports the centre with financial 
backing to conduct toxicological analysis. Villa MD, Dr André Schreuder, says “Illegal 
poisoning of wildlife is a huge risk not only to South Africa’s natural environment but also 
to agriculture. Many of our important products are deliberately misused to poison animals. 
It creates a negative perception of agricultural remedies if criminals misuse them to poison 
wildlife. Villa is determined to undermine individuals who poison wildlife illegally by supporting 
investigations into their crimes”. Tommy Fraser, a director of Villa Crop Protection, game farmer 
and conservationist believes that a concerted effort is required from conservationists, farmers and law 
enforcement agencies to stem the poisoning of wildlife: “poisoning is like a death warrant to all life forms. It hits far beyond 
the scope of the intended target. If nothing is done, we may not see our rare birds like vultures fly into the 22nd Century”.
Livestock owners that experience stock losses due to predation are likely to consider poison as a remedy. Only the poison 
collar is legal and only after a permit is obtained from the conservation authorities. It is well known that aldicarb, carbofuran, 
methomyl and Compound 1080 are illegally used to poison predators. The results are devastating and over the past two 
years many vultures have perished at the hands of those who lay out poisoned baits. 
The Griffon Poison Information Centre endeavours to rid the country of illegal poisoning. Its supporters, many of which are 
farmers, are gathering intelligence on those individuals who illegally poison wildlife. On the other hand it is offering a hand 
of assistance via the Predation Management Forum to mitigate predation. Information and assistance may be requested via 
www.pmfsa.co.za. v
Any information about illegal wildlife poisoning may be called into 082-446-8946 or 
nesher@tiscali.co.za. For more information call Dr Gerhard Verdoorn on 082-446-8946

Illegal poisoning of wildlife on the increase
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Poultry is South Africa’s 
largest agricultural 
industry and the crucial 
role that the SAVA 
Poultry Group members 
play in ensuring the 
availability of the most 
affordable source of 
protein to the nation is 
not often recognised. 
South Africa produces 
about 19, 5 million 
broilers per week and 
21 million table eggs 
per day.

T he Poultry 
Group, apart 
from being 
a specialist 
group of 

SAVA, also affiliates with 
the World Veterinary 
Poultry Association 
(WVPA). The WVPA 
hosts an international 
congress every second 
year, alternating between 
a European and rest of 
the world country. The South African 
Poultry Group is recognised by the 
WVPA for the role it plays in Southern 
Africa and was prompted over many 
years to submit a bid to host this 
event in South Africa.

In 2011 the Poultry Group embarked 
on a journey with SAVETCON as the 
Professional Congress Organiser 
(PCO) and submitted a bid for the 
Poultry Group to host this prestigious 
international event in South Africa. 

The bid was successfully 
presented in Cancun, 
Mexico and awarded to 
South Africa. After four 
years of hard work, the 
excellent guidance and 
support from SAVETCON, 
1256 delegates from 87 
countries and 120 registered 
exhibitors arrived at the 
Cape Town International 
Convention Centre in Cape 
Town on the 7th September 
2015.

Registration and 
opening ceremony

The slick hi-tech registration 
process started on Monday 
during which delegates 
received their congress 
bags made locally by 
“Learn to Earn”, tagged 
with a real leather luggage 
tag (also made locally) 
for identification of bags, 
a congress branded USB 
memory stick with all the 
proceedings, abstracts and 
posters on it, as well as a 
complimentary power-stick.

Inviting rhythms of the 
marimba band drew the 

delegates to the opening ceremony. 
Various awards to poultry health 
scientists and veterinarians, 
recognizing their contribution towards 
poultry health were presented. Zulu 

Congresses I Kongresse

The poultry veterinary event of the year 
WVPAC2015 Cape Town
7-11 September 20157-11 September 2015

Some of the 1256 delegates leaving the main 

auditorium after a plenary session
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dancers spiced up the ceremony 
before the announcement of new 
inductees to the WVPA Hall of Honour 
was made. The Cape Minstrels 
escorted delegates, who joined in 
the vibe and danced their way to the 
exhibition hall. 

Scientific programme

Well over 400 abstracts were 
submitted and the scientific 
committee, chaired by Dr Carine 
Pienaar, with advisor Professor 
Dick Jones, had the huge task of 
selecting abstracts for oral and 
poster presentations, ensuring a 
well-balanced programme. The 
program catered for all poultry 
health professionals, including 
poultry veterinarians from academia, 
researchers and poultry veterinarians 
in practice.

Twenty-one plenary sessions were 
presented by keynote speakers from 
across the globe on a variety of topics. 
Themes included viral and bacterial 
diseases, immunity and immune 
suppression (viruses and mycotoxins), 
gut health and diseases, parasites, 
public health/food safety, ostrich, 
turkey and duck diseases, aspects 
of poultry management (including 
welfare and disaster management), 
therapeutics and antibiotic resistance. 
Two sessions were dedicated to small 
scale/backyard farming and case 
reports from poultry veterinarians 
active in the field. 

A first for WVPA congresses was 
the state-of-the-art interactive 
electronic poster wall with 235 
posters presented on 12 screens with 
electronic copies handed to delegates 
on WVPA2015 memory sticks. Gone 
are the days of scrolls of posters in 
carry-on luggage!

During the breakaway parallel 
sessions, 96 oral presentations were 
presented in four different venues in 
the world-class facilities of the CTICC. 
The close proximity of the venues to 
the exhibition hall made it easy for 
delegates to interact with exhibitors 
while enjoying refreshments.

Workshops

Two workshops were presented on 
Monday afternoon preceding the 
congress with the topics: “Diagnostic 
Pathology of Poultry Diseases: A 
Review” and “Writing Scientific 
Papers: How to please Editors, 
Reviewers and Readers”.

Congress App

An App for smartphones and tablets 
was developed with the programme 
and other useful information. A 
push-feed function to communicate 
changes or announcements in real 
time to delegates was another first for 
a WVPA congress. 

Time off during the congress

An afternoon off, also a first for the 
WVPA congress, was introduced to 
enable delegates to explore Cape 
Town. This was a welcome break from 
the heavy academic programme and 
ensured full attendance of lectures. 
The South African Tourism Board, also 
one of the sponsors, had a booth at 
the registration desk and catered for 
excursions and tours. 

1200 tickets for the dinner hosted on 
the Thursday evening were sold. This 
event deviated from the usual formal 
sit down dinner to a casual event 
at the Shimmy Beach Club where 
delegates had time to socialise in a 

The electronic inter-active poster wall

Drs Charles Costello and Hannes Swart from the LOC

with Dr Nigel Horrox, newly elected President of the WVPA
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relaxed atmosphere on the beach and 
enjoyed typical South African cuisine. 

Sponsors and exhibitors

The WVPA Industry Exhibition 
was very well supported by key 
role players and suppliers in the 
Poultry Industry, both locally and 
internationally. There was a fantastic 
response from a wide range of 
industry in the exhibition. Without 
the support of sponsors such as 
Ceva, Merial, MSD, Hipra, Phibro 
Animal Health, Zoetis, Boehringer-
Ingelheim, Venky’s and exhibitors, 
it would not have been possible to 
put together the calibre of scientific 
content and social activities that 
were on offer.

It was like a chicken hatching, 
watching the frantic activity during 

the build-up in the exhibition 
hall from Saturday right up to 

the opening on the 
Monday evening. The 
stands were of world 
class design and 
innovative across the 
board. 

The exhibition hall 
was a hive of activity 
from the start of the 
congress right through 
to the last coffee break, 
with delegates and 
exhibitors mingling 
around the strategically 
placed catering stations 
in between the stands.

A power-bank, sponsored by South 
African Tourism, enabled delegates 
to recharge phones and tablets 
in secured charging booths. This 
served as another initiative to keep 
delegates in the exhibition hall.

Proudly South African

During and after the congress, 
numerous compliments were 
received on the organisation, 
the standards of the scientific 
programme, the CTICC, surrounding 
hotels and the hospitality of the 
South Africans. 

All this would not have been 
possible without the commitment 
and passion of the local organising 
committee, the Poultry Group 
of SAVA and SAVETCON. This 
congress definitely brought the 
Poultry Group and SAVA closer 
together with a renewed common 
goal.

At the debriefing session after the 
congress, the Officers of the WVPA, 
previous congress organiser in 
Nantes 2013 and future congress 
organiser in Edinburgh 2017 all 
congratulated the South African 
local organising committee on an 
excellent event and bringing in some 
ground-breaking ideas for the future. 

SAVETCON was also requested 
to assist the Scottish organising 
committee in various areas to 
prevent the wheel from being 
re-invented. vSome of the proudly South African SAVA Poultry Group members who attended the congress

Delegates are led to the exhibition hall after the opening ceremony

WVPAC2015 made headlines in the Cape Times
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The Free State/     
Northern Cape Branch 
Mini-Congress 

The Free State/Northern Cape Branch congress was 
held at Ilanga Estate in Bloemfontein on 11 and 12 
September, followed by a CPR course, presented 
by Dr Kenneth Joubert on 13 September. 

A lthough fewer delegates were present 
than in previous years, the congress 
was still well-supported.  Two of our 
more interesting delegates were baby 
Christi, the latest addition to Marike 

Badenhorst’s family and Dorianne Elliot’s Dachshund 
Didi. 
The scientific programme was quite diverse and there 
was something for everyone. The speakers were 
excellent and we are grateful to everyone who took 
time out of their busy schedules to prepare talks for the 
congress. There were two special sessions on wellness, 
facilitated by Dr Liddy Janse van Rensburg, on 
compassion fatigue and conflict management, making 
a nice addition to the normal veterinary lectures. 
The branch would also like to thank Eukanuba for 
sponsoring two talks by Dr Heidi Schroeder on atopic 
dermatitis and cutaneous adverse food reactions. 

Thank you to everyone who travelled far to be at the 
congress! Hope to see everyone again next year! v

Drs Liddy Janse van Rensburg, Didi Janse van Rensburg, Liesel van 

der Merwe, Heidi Schroeder and Dorianne Elliot

Dr Anne de Vos and Peggy Molamu Mandy Albertyn and Dr Didi Janse van 

Rensburg

Dr Ian Vorster and Gerda Barnard

Wetlab with Dr Rick Last
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W e were spoilt with a host of 
excellent presentations. Doc Faffa 
whipped us through a spaghetti-
load of intestinal parasites. Heidi 
Schroeder effortlessly guided us 

through the turbulent seas of differentiating between 
various types of effusions and explored the role of 
nutrition in managing atopy and cutaneous adverse 
food reactions. Brett Russell flew through essential 
concepts in dealing with bird breeder problems 
and Martin DeScally shifted the goalposts with new 
approaches to nutritional management.

New on the agenda were question and answer 
sessions which set the scene for interaction and 
audience participation. Doc Faffa, in his disarming 
manner, soon had the audience in fits of laughter 
during a very practical wet lab demonstration, 
which clearly illustrated his life-long passion for 
helminthology and he threw in a few life sessions for 
good measure too. Small animal medicine questions 
kept Heidi busy with her characteristically clear 
answers and Brett made avian medicine real with some 
interesting case studies. 

The congress was characterised by a good exchange of knowledge and ideas as well as 
time for social interaction. There were moments to relax too, from Pestana's attractive 
viewing deck, overlooking the sights and sounds of the Kruger National Park. 

Our thanks to Michelle and Madaleen from Vetlink for organising the congress with us 
and to all sponsors who made for a memorable event. Sponsors and representatives 
from industry included Cipla, Cube Route, Pack leader (Akana), Bayer, Elanco, Idexx, 
Merial, Midlands Veterinary Wholesalers, MSD, Onderstepoort Biological Products, 
V-Tech, Virbac and Zoetis. We appreciate your support and contribution to the success 
of this congress. v
Anthony Davis

SAVA Mpumalanga Branch Chairman

 

Mpumalanga Branch   
Mini-congress 
The Mpumalanga Branch of the SAVA hosted a vibrant, interactive 
mini-congress at Pestana Lodge from 29th to 30th of August 
this year. A very positive change we saw this year was a high 
attendance by State Veterinarians. We were delighted to have a 
good attendance by industry too. Informative product displays and 
exciting lucky draws were a hit! 
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Influential Life Coaching

Agoal that truly 
motivates someone 
will have several 
different components, 
all of which contribute 

to creating motivation, energy, 
confidence and determination to 
reach that goal. You may have 
heard of so-called “SMART” goals 
(Specific, Measurable, Attainable, 
Relevant, Time-bound) – a term 
used to describe effective goals. I 
am going to share a variation to that 
acronym, as well as the reason for 
the modification and teach you to 
develop “SMERTIE” goals.
The foundation to setting goals 
for yourself is to understand your 
own personal values (attractive 
and repellent ones, see previous 
articles), as well as knowing in 
which life areas to apply them. More 
importantly, these two fundamentals 
need to be aligned with each other. 
The life areas you choose to work 
on must satisfy the top values that 
you want to meet, otherwise even 
if you achieve your goals, you will 
not feel satisfied in as much as you 
were hoping for. So, what does the 
acronym SMERTIE stand for?

Specific
Wanting a “nice car” cannot be 
considered a legitimate goal. A 
goal needs to have meaning and 
relevance. The car you want must 
be defined clearly; “I will have a 
black 2014 Maserati, Quattro Porte 
GTS sedan with a 3.8-litre twin-
turbocharged V-8 engine, eight-
speed transmission with sport and 
manual modes, an all-wheel-drive 
system, white leather sport seats 
and built-in satellite navigational 
system by 25 December 2017.” 
When you imagine your goal with 

sufficient clarity, you can and 
will achieve it. Go one step 
further than imagining it – test 
drive the car or sit in it at the 
car dealership!

Measured
A good goal should lend itself to 
being broken down into smaller 
measured steps. Each smaller step 
achieved leads you closer towards 
the larger goal, creating a route to 
your destination. Sticking with the 
car example, imagine the difficulty 
in creating milestones leading up 
the acquisition of a”nice car”. The 
more specific example will allow 
you to get an exact price for your 
vehicle, help you decide whether to 
buy once-off or pay it over a period 
of time, budget how much you need 
to save or earn, etc. Just two criteria 
– specific and measured – already 
allow you so much more control 
over achieving your goal, as well 
as helping you to start visualising a 
clear plan towards achieving your 
goals. These two criteria alone 
should make you feel much more 
confident about achieving your 
goals.

Evidence
Having something to show for your 
effort is essential. The Maserati 
parked in your garage is conclusive 
evidence that you have achieved 
your goal. Before that, a savings 
account with its balance steadily 
increasing as your goal date 
approaches is also evidence of your 
progress. Even apparently abstract 
concepts can be measured, such 
as success, happiness, spirituality. 
Focusing on evidence allows you to 
see the finish line you are working 
towards and naturally motivates you.

Responsibility
The actions you need to take to 
achieve your goal are yours and 
yours alone. You cannot expect 
someone else to do it for you. 
Even if you could, it would not be 
meaningful to you and consequently 
would not be perceived as an 
achievement. That, incidentally, is 
one of the main reasons why the 
acronym was changed.

Timeline
The biggest difference between a 
dream and an achievable goal is 
a date. This is not a new ground-
breaking concept. Marking the date 
on your calendar makes it real and 
brings it into your future path. It tells 
me you are serious about your goals, 
implying a commitment to achieving 
them. While learning the skill of 
setting effective goals and achieving 
them, start with goals that require 
a time-frame of shorter than six 
months. This is a reasonable amount 
of time in which to achieve a goal 
which is close and visible enough 
to keep you active and engaged 
without making you anxious, 
but not so long that it promotes 
procrastination and a sense of being 
overwhelmed.

Inspiring/Inspirational
In life, we do most things for one 
of three reasons: to avoid pain, 
gain pleasure or because we are 
inspired to do so. (Notice that 
“gaining pleasure” is not necessarily 
an inspired activity!) To be inspired 
is to be living your dreams, to 
be aligned with your own inner 

SMERTIE 
Goals 
Part 1

Dr Mats Abatzidis  
B.Sc. B.V.Sc.
New Insights Certified VIP Life Coach
mats.abatzidis@yahoo.co.za
Founder of Influential Life Coaching
Author of the published book “Life outside your 
comfort zone. Better and beyond all expectations”.
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_
noss?url=search-alias%3Ddigital-text&field-
keywords=Abatzidis
Blog: https://drmatslifecoaching.wordpress.com/
http://www.life-coach-directory.co.za/mats-abatzidis
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The plight of Edward 
Snowden, holed up in 
Moscow’s Sheremetyevo 
airport brought back 
memories of my own 

experience/ordeal in a Russian 
airport shortly before the turn of the 
century, as well as the serendipitous 
appearance of an angel.

I’d spent that August on the 
Kyrgis-Tajikstan border as part of a 
multinational climbing team having 
a crack at Peak Lenin. The outward 
trip had been somewhat of a breeze, 
despite having to climb over security 
walls of the transit section in the 
Italian airport to meet up with the 
purveyor of my specialised climbing 
boots. The redoubtable Caesar of 
PMB’s Bush & Bundu had sourced the 
clodhoppers for me from the factory 
near Milano (the “o” Caesar insisted, 
was mandatory) but time had 
ordained that I could only pick them 
up en route to the mountain.

At Sheremetyevo I’d been met, 
escorted and molly-coddled 
through immigration and customs 
by two Russians. A potentially 
nasty encounter I had with a 
threatening official was relieved by 
the appearance of my South African 
coins; the K.G.B.-type thug giggled 
like a kid at the sight of them and 
asked pleadingly if I could part with 

any! The numismatist then became 
my personal escort through and 
past the numerous checkpoints and 
handed me over to the coordinator 
of the expedition. This guy then took 
the French contingent and me via 
a minibus, a few domestic airports, 
some rickety aircraft, and a belching 
military truck to the foot of the Tien 
Shan Mountains.

The return 
trip was a 
nightmare. 
Having 
pinched 
an extra 
few days 
on Lenin’s neighbouring mountain 
I lost my earlier escort so had to 
make my own way back through 
the Osh, Bishkek and two Moscow 
airports. Time was not on my 
side and margins were perilously 
slender. The first two legs, though 
on rattling machines held together 
by number 8 wire and elastic bands, 
saw me gradually losing the fight 
against “the enemy.” A week in the 
Moscow airport, waiting for the next 
Alitalia flight out, became a looming 
possibility.
It was in the cavernous mega-shed 
that was the Domodedovo terminal 
that I began to accept that my having 
indulged myself with Peak Petrovski 

had cost me my homeward flight. 
The incoming passengers from our, 
as well as numerous other trans-
Russian, flights formed three huge 
queues. Most of us know the feeling 
that you’ve selected the slowest one. 
The guy who looked like Al Debbo 
and who strode alongside me into the 
mausoleum and chose the middle line 
was now halfway to his little metal 
immigration-box while my starboard 
queue seemed hardly to have moved 
an inch in an hour. 
Frustration turns to worry, worry to 
panic, and finally panic dissolves into 
helpless humour. An acceptance that 
the game is over, you’ve lost, so just 
relax and try to enjoy the debacle. 
Eventually, after goodness knows 
how long, when I was within a couple 
of folks from the head of the stagnant 
row of timid cowed grey passengers, 
I took a few paces forward and 
sneaked a look around the corner of 
the cubicle at our passport official. 
The bureaucrat who was so slow in 
processing our documents sat stolidly 
there, her movements in slow motion. 
She was an elderly dowager of large 
proportions, a caricature of what we’d 
been led to believe Russian peasants 
from the Steppes looked like. 

She glanced up at me, glaring at 
my impertinence. Whether she, or 
any of my nearest fellow travellers 

Storie I Story

Edward Snowden’s plight and 
an angel
Tod Collins
(Background: In June 2013, Edward Snowden, a US National Security Agency 
contractor and intelligence whistle blower, fled to Russia. He was not allowed 
to enter the country and spent 40 days in the Sheremetyevo airport's transit 
zone, a legal no-man's land, reading Russian literature and learning the Russian 
alphabet. After 40 days Russia granted him asylum.)
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values and loves – living “true to 
your heart”. When we are inspired, 
we manifest great things into our 
life to support and challenge us. 
Challenges and opportunities help 
us grow and are necessary for great 
things to happen. If your goals are 
truly inspiring for you, you can 
rest assured that you will naturally 
want to do everything necessary to 
achieve them. Working towards your 

goals will not feel like a chore, and 
you will gladly continue for hours 
on end. Before you know it, you will 
find yourself enjoying the work and 
procrastinating far less than usual.

Emotional
A little wordplay allows one to split 
“emotions” into “E-motions” which 
relates to the physical manifestation 
of creating motion by expending 
energy. Our emotions provide the 
impetus that we need to get moving 

and do something about our lives. 
Unacceptable conditions will elicit 
powerful emotions in you and will 
motivate you to take action in order 
to improve your circumstances. The 
simple reason for a goal requiring 
this characteristic is that you 
and I are both emotional beings, 
like everybody else. That is what 
motivates us to do all the things we 
do daily. Enjoy the process and enjoy 
the results even more! v  

Storie I Story
EDWARD SNOWDEN <<< 26

understood English or not, I didn’t 
know, nor in my state of resigned 
humour, care. 

“You know why?” I spoke very loudly, 
a tremor short of a yell, “You know 
why Americano astronaut landed 
on lunar many many years ago, 
and why Ruskie cosmonaut still not 
on lunar? You know why? Because 
Ruskie cosmonaut still going through 
passport control!”

Nobody laughed. Nobody dared 
laugh, I guess. Maybe they all 
genuinely didn’t understand English. 
Despite it being 1999 and the USSR 
having dissolved years beforehand, 
the authoritarian terrorising of the 
populace by the East’s Big Brother 
Bear was still enormous. No-one 
made eye contact with, or addressed 
in lusty tones, let alone pulled the 
mickey out of anyone in uniform! 
She picked up a walkie-talkie and 
muttered into it.
Three hulking blokes frog-matched 
me into an interrogation cell, 
shouted at me in what I suppose 
was the lingua franca, pushed and 

slapped me. 
The words 
Americano 
and 
cosmonaut 
appeared a 
few times, 
then “dollars” 
and “papers” 

many times. Not understanding 
what they wanted I eventually 
emptied my rucksack, bags, pockets 
and wallet of everything, strewed 
them about the cement floor and 
said “There, take what you want!” 
The dollars disappeared into their 

pockets, my passport, ice axe and 
the sharp crampons that Anthony van 
Tonder had lent me were examined 
frenetically, and eventually I found 
myself on the deserted apron of the 
building.
Then the angel appeared!
An old Hillman Husky-type car 
appeared from nowhere and the 
driver hopped out. He spoke English 
and reminded me of Brent Russell 
the Sharks and Springbok speedster 
. “You need to get to Sheremetyevo 
airport in a hurry?” he asked. Anyone 
who has an inkling of Moscow’s 
airports knows that they are 
strategically 
located 
around the 
sprawling 
Moscow 
periphery, 
about 70 
km apart.
“Yes,” I 
sighed 
resignedly, “but there is no longer a 
hurry. My flight out leaves in an hour 
and a half’s time. I’ll have to wait until 
next week.” 
 “Jump in, we’ll make it!” he shouted, 
and I did. In the face of draconian 
traffic laws and breaking the speed 
limit by so much that he could have 
spent the rest of his life in a Siberian 
salt mine, my saviour pushed 
his old jalopy to the limit. All the 
while he engaged me in a cheerful 
conversation and wanted to know 
all about our great Nelson Mandela, 
apartheid and sunshine. When we 
began our hell-run I’d removed one of 
my outer plastic boots and retrieved 
my last precious dollars that had 

been stashed between it and the 
inner boot. It was pitifully inadequate 
and I’d warned him so. “No problem 
my friend, just pay me what you can,” 
was his enthusiastic reply, “Anyway, 
your face, when I saw you, looked so 
sad it was my duty to help you.”
We made it by the skin of my/our 
teeth and somehow my passage 
through the departure routes was 

uneventful and smooth. Relaxing at 
last in the plane and crossing from 
East to West I offered a prayer of 
thanks for that Muskovite angel.
I couldn’t help but take interest in a 
co-passenger and her accompanying 
doctor taking up a large portion 
of the central space at the rear, 
alongside me. Lying on her stretcher 
bed, her lovely countenance hiding 
the aggressive glioma in her brain, 
the teenager was being rushed to 
some top Italian surgeons who were 
prepared to have a crack at removing 
the cancer. Maybe Brent Russell’s 
look-alike would be on hand to guide 
those medics’ hands that night. I 
prayed so.
Maybe one day Snowden too will 
be able to narrate his experiences of 
Moscow’s airports with humour and 
pathos. Somehow, with the West’s 
Big Brother glowering at him with 
paws singed, I doubt it. v
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Arecent paper evaluated 
the feeding data and 
outcome of 276 dogs 
over 821 days in four 
veterinary referral 

hospitals across the USA. The data 
revealed that the dogs were in a 
negative energy balance (<95% RER*) 
for 73% of the days. Overall the 
paper revealed that there is a 
significant positive correlation 
between caloric intake and 
recovery1.
Under normal circumstances 
the body’s first priority is 
to supply nutrients to meet 
its immediate metabolic 
needs. The second priority is 
replenishing its glycogen stores 
in the liver, muscle and fat. After 
this the body converts excess 
carbohydrates, fat and protein 
into triacylglycerides that are 
stored in the adipose tissue, 
liver and muscle.2 

To achieve a better 
understanding of the benefits 

of critical care nutrition it is essential 
to have an understanding of the 
pathophysiology of starvation in the 
normal and diseased state.

Normal/simple starvation

In simple starvation the body’s 
priorities are reversed and energy is 
sourced from its exogenous stores. 

This adaptation leads to a shift from 
a mixture of fuels to one where fatty 
acids form the principle fuel source. 
Dogs maintain their body’s glucose 
levels initially through glycogenolysis 
and thereafter by utilising 
gluconeogenesis once the glycogen 
stores have been depleted. 

Nutrition in 
compromised 
patients

As veterinarians, it is essential that we take a holistic approach to managing critical care patients, 
and to not underestimate the importance of maintaining a neutral energy balance during the 
recovery period. 

Nutritional Insights

By Dr Louis Boag

Regulars I Royal Canin page
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Cats, on the other hand, have lower 
glycogen stores due to low glucokinase 
concentration in the liver and therefore 
mainly utilise gluconeogenesis. 
Gluconeogenesis predominantly 
occurs in the liver and utilises 
glycerol, glucogenic amino acids and 
lactic acid for glucose production. 
Food deprivation eventually leads 
to a reduced blood glucose level 
that results in a lower blood insulin 
level. This leads to a decrease in the 
conversion of thyroxine (T4) into 
triiodothyronine (T3) and consequently 
a decrease in the basal metabolic rate, 
irrespective of the aetiology.

Diseased state

In the diseased state inflammatory 
mediators trigger a rapid alteration 
in cytokines and hormones lead to 
the rapid onset of a catabolic state. 
Glycogen stores are rapidly depleted 
and early utilisation of amino acids in 
the muscle stores occur. This results 
in a negative nitrogen balance which 
has been documented in critically 
ill patients3. The consequences of a 
continued lean body mass loss are 
numerous and include delayed would 
healing, reduced immunocompetance 
and ultimately a negative effect on the 
overall prognosis.

When considering a diet it is 
essential to select a diet where the 
macronutrient profile is similar to the 
liver’s estimated utilisation profile, and 
these key nutritional factors play an 
important role during the convalescent 
period.

Energy

Being aware of your patient’s caloric 
requirements is important because 
over-feeding may lead to unwanted 
metabolic changes. In general both 
cats and dogs can tolerate quantities of 
food that meet their RER. The equation 
to calculate resting energy requirement 
is RER= 70x(BW)0.75.

Protein

Protein is always in a balance of 
synthesis and breakdown. Protein 
degradation involves the process 
of deamination in which the amino 
group is removed from the amino 
acid and the ketoacid analog is used 

in glucose synthesis. At any moment, 
15% of the RER is derived from the 
oxidation of amino acids. Providing 
amino acids through the diet therefore 
spares the endogenous amino acid 
pool and limits the utilisation of skeletal 
muscle for acute phase protein and the 
immune response2. The amino acid 
L-Arginine has been shown to have 
a lot of beneficial effects including 
immunopreservation and promoting 
wound healing4. L-Glutamine is a 
conditionally essential amino acid 
that plays a role in multiple cellular 
processes. Glutamine is consumed by 
replicating cells such as lymphocytes, 
fibroblasts and intestinal epithelial cells.

B Vitamins

B-complex vitamins are essential for 
hepatic metabolism of protein, fat and 
glucose. They are also co-enzymes in 
the Krebs cycle, ATP production and 
red blood cell metabolism2.

Micro-minerals

Zinc, copper, manganese, chromium 
and selenium are vital cofactors for 
energy metabolism in the liver and 
peripheral 
metabolism. 
They also 
participate 
in tissue 
regeneration, 
albumin 
synthesis and 
should therefore 
be included in 
any food which 
is formulated 
for the 
convalescent 
period.

Palatability

Many critical 
care patients 
have a poor 
appetite for 
various reasons. 
In general, it 
is considered 
that moisture, 
protein and 
fats act as 
palatability 
enhancers when 

included at a high level.

While critically ill patients are not 
often regarded as having an urgent 
need for nutritional support, due to 
their more pressing complications, 
an aggressive nutritional protocol can 
have a significant positive effect on the 
recovery of critically ill patients.

*Resting Energy Requirement
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F or commercial beef farmers 
in the country, the weaning 
weight of their calves is 
one of the most important 
factors contributing to 

success and profitability. Many other 
factors, such as calf price, also play a 
role, but the farmer has very little or 
no control over this. As veterinarians, 
we have the knowledge and expertise 
to advise our clients on the best 
possible ways to achieve improved 
growth by combining pharmaceutical 

technologies with good management. 
Fly control, growth promoting 
implants and the use of dewormers/
endectocides have been shown 
to have a major effect on weaning 
weight and weaning rate. Lawrence 
et al (2007), estimated that the use of 
deworming and growth implants in 
combination produced better results. 
He estimated an increase of 40.2% 
in breakeven selling price that would 
result from removing them from a 
program.¹ Of these two technologies, 

deworming has been shown to have 
the greater impact. It is therefore 
important to use only the best, tried 
and trusted dewormers/endectocides 
on the market. Saving a few rand/
head by using inferior products can 
result in your clients losing out on 
potential weight gain.
Growth-enhancing technology has 
been used for over 40 years in beef 
production systems and has proven 
to provide one of the best returns on 
investment to producers worldwide. 

IT ALL ADDS UP: Performance 
that leads to profits.
By Dr B.B. Van Houten,Technical Manager: Zoetis South Africa Pty Ltd

Pharmaceutical technologies significantly reduce the cost of producing beef by improving the growth and metabolic 
efficiency of cattle.1 
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Slow release implants provide a sustained pay-out period 
of around 90-120 days, ideal to get the 2-3 month old calf 
to weaning in a heavier, stronger condition. The use of 
these products in suckling calves can provide the farmer 
with a return on investment of up to 18:1. 

The product with the above-mentioned return on 
investment is SYNOVEX® C (Reg. No: G1402, Act 36/1947), 
Zoetis’ new growth implant developed specifically for 
the suckling calf. Studies performed in 42 different 
locations in the United States, with over 7000 animals, 
showed an average increase of 8.6 kg over non-implanted 
control calves2. Implanting can easily be fitted into your 
schedule with placing ear-tags or de-budding, to produce 
worthwhile returns. 

Good nutrition (sufficient grazing quantity/quality or 
supplementary feeding) for dams is essential to the 
success of an implant strategy in suckling calves. Fuel 
must be provided to achieve successful gains in any 
implant program. 

DECTOMAX® (Reg. No: 1726 (Act 36/1947), another 
legendary product from Zoetis, which has been the top-
selling endectocide for over 13 years², has been proven 
to improve weight gain in young calves before weaning 
by controlling certain internal and external parasites. 
The inclusion of DECTOMAX® in the program results in 
healthier calves and better weight gains that you can trust 
year in and year out.

SYNOVEX® C can also be used in replacement heifers. 
If you know which animals you are going to keep, do 
not implant them as you won’t benefit from their gains. 
However, if you’re unsure, implant all animals. Numerous 
studies have demonstrated the safety of these products 
in animals, with very minor decreases in fertility seen in 
some studies; however these decreases have not been 
clearly shown to be due to the effects of the implants. If 
replacement heifers are to be implanted it is important to 
only implant them once as a calf between 2- 3 months of 
age and keep them on a high plane of nutrition. 

Combining these two technologies produces a 
complementary, synergistic effect, as healthy animals are 
better able to use feed resources more efficiently.¹ This 
results in more money in your clients’ pocket and a better 
bottom-line.

Contact your Zoetis representative for more information 
on these and other great products or contact the author at 
barry.vanhouten@zoetis.com. 
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Carien Human

The definition of offence 
is: “annoyance or 
resentment brought about 
by a perceived insult to or 
disregard for oneself.” We 

say that someone has “taken offence”. 
During this past month I realised again 
that it is important to remember that 
offence is indeed taken, not given. 
Therefore I have the power to decide 
whether I will take it or not. 

In our work environment there is an 
ocean full of opportunities for us to 
take offence. People make assumptions 
about us and what we do all the time 
and usually we are at the receiving end 
of some negative assumptions. Often 
our colleagues only see our mistakes 
and seem conveniently oblivious to 
our strengths. Many times we are in 
the centre of conflict and accusations. 
When this is the atmosphere at work, 
it is hard not to let the water into the 
ship. 

The biggest problem, I have come to 
realise, is that when the ship is sinking, 
I am the one going down! Taking 
offence is like struggling to forgive. You 
end up being in jail (or at the bottom 
of the ocean) yourself, when your aim 
actually was to have the other person 
in that tight (or too open?) spot… You 

have to realise that, if you want to stay 
afloat on your ship, you have to choose 
not to take offence. 

How do we do this practically? We 
choose to. I like what Jeremy Statton 
says, that we should change "offence" 
into "influence"; that we should choose 
not to see what has happened as 
being aimed at us, but rather as an 
opportunity to learn and grow. He 
highlights five practical ways in which 
we can choose against taking offence. 

The first is that we should aim to find 
value in every person. Even the person 
you feel bitter about has intrinsic value. 
Search for this value, highlight it and 
choose to acknowledge it. 

Secondly, we should teach ourselves 
to listen. Learn to listen for more 
than what was said; listen "between 
the lines". What can you hear hidden 
behind the words that offend you? 
When you choose to listen, you 
instantly feel less offended.

Thirdly, open yourself to new 
experiences. Statton argues that 
ignorance leads to fear and fear is what 
makes us feel offended. So broadening 
your horizons and exposing yourself to 
different ways and opinions will make 
it much easier for you to not fear those 
times when others differ from you. 
Fourthly, apologise, easily and often.
And last, but not least: Just be a friend. 
Being someone's friend does not mean 
that it becomes your job to change 
him or her, to change the person that 
offended you into the person you think 
he/she should be. Challenge yourself to 
accept them for who they are. 
With these practical tips in mind, you 
will have a much greater awareness 
of what lies behind any comment or 
argument. A greater awareness will 
make it so much easier to choose not 
to take offence. This is what will keep 
your ship sailing on the ocean made 
up of the things that can offend you. 
Happy sailing! v
Regards
Carien
Carien Human is a psychologist in 
Johannesburg. 

When a ship sails the ocean, there is 
more than enough water underneath 
that ship to sink it immediately. 
However, the ship will not sink unless 
water is allowed into the ship. 

Offence is taken 

"The biggest problem, I have 
come to realise, is that when 
the ship is sinking, I am the one 
going down!"

Customised veterinary medicines to
effectively address your patient’s requirements

Service Centre: 0860 109 779
or pharmacist@v-tech.co.za

ISO 9001:2008
Accredited

Customised veterinary medicines to
effectively address your patient’s requirements

Service Centre: 0860 109 779
or pharmacist@v-tech.co.za
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Milbemax® Chewable for puppies and small dogs 1-5 kg. Reg. No.: G3834 (Act 36/1947). Milbemycin oxime (2.5 mg); Praziquantel (25.0 mg). Milbemax® Chewable for dogs more than 5 kg. Reg. No.: G3833 (Act 36/1947). Milbemycin oxime (12.5 mg); Praziquantel 
(125.0 mg). Milbemax® Tablets for Puppies and small dogs 0.5-5 kg. Reg. No.:G3187 (Act 36/1947). Milbemycin oxime (2.5 mg); Praziquantel (25.0 mg). Milbemax® Tablets for Dogs more than 5 kg. Reg. No.: G3185 (Act 36/1947). Milbemycin Oxime (12.5 mg) 
Praziquantel (125.0 mg). Milbemax® Tasty for cats more than 2 kg. Reg. No.: G3855 (Act 36/1947). Milbemycin oxime (16 mg); Praziquantel (40 mg). Milbemax® Tasty for kittens and small cats 0.5 - 2 kg, Reg. No.: G3856 (Act 36/1947). Milbemycin oxime (4 mg); 
Praziquantel (10 mg). Milbemax® is a registered trademark of Novartis AG, Basel, Switzerland. ©2009 Novartis Animal Health Inc., Basel, Switzerland.

Novartis Animal Health, a business unit of Novartis South Africa (Pty) Ltd. (Company Reg. No: 1946/020671/07). P.O. Box 92, Isando, 1600. Tel: (011) 929 9111. Fax: (011) 929 2128. Email: infosa@novartis.com. (MIL_053_08_2014).
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1] Nuclear or lenticular sclerosis:

Consistent finding in older 
animals [dogs older than 
7 years] is the progressive 
dullness seen in the 
centre [nucleus] of the 

lens. This occurs as a result of the 
progressive lens fibre formation and 
internal compression of older lens 
fibres – hardening of the lens. The 
change in the optical properties of 
the lens fibres causes light scattering, 
imparting a clinically apparent whitish-
blue appearance to the nuclear region 
of the lens on diffuse illumination of 
the eye. One sees this colour change 
when the patient’s head is held at an 
arm‘s distance and a focal light source 
from an otoscope or ophthalmoscope is 
shone at the eye. The nuclear sclerosis 
in the lens nucleus is seen because the 
light is being reflected from the tapetum 
and illuminating the lens nucleus from 
behind. Fundoscopic examination is 
still possible through this ”opacity”. This opacity does not result in any 

appreciable loss of vision.
The distinction between dense 
nuclear sclerosis and an early nuclear 
cataract is often indistinct and a careful 
slitlamp biomicroscopy examination is 
required to differentiate this. One of the 
important differential diagnoses would 
be a nuclear cataract, especially in old 
dogs [senile nuclear cataract]. The same 
loss of elasticity of the lens with ageing 
accounts for the inability for humans 

to accommodate well after about 40 
years of age. This is termed presbyopia 
and necessitates the use of bifocal 
spectacles.

2] Asteroid hyalosis
In old dogs [commonly older than 12 
years, but rare in middle-aged to old cats 
and horses] one may see a degenerative 
change of the vitreous. Once again 
this can be clinically seen by holding 
the patients head and from a distance, 
shine a focal light into the eye until the 

COLUMNEEyeyeEyeEEyeE
Senile Eye 
Conditions
(Part 2)

Dr Antony Goodhead, Dr Izak Venter & Dr Lo-An Odayar
Specialist Veterinary Ophthalmologists, Johannesburg Animal Eye Hospital (www.animaleyehospital.co.za)

Regulars I Eye column

In part 1 we discussed senile corneal dystrophy / degeneration. In Part 2 we will deal with nuclear sclerosis of the 
lens [all animals] and asteroid hyalosis of the vitreous [all animals]. 

Lens Diagram

>>> 36
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One-hundred-and-six dogs, 
together with their owners, 
participated in an interactive 
programme of education and 
training during this year’s 

Student Community Engagement Project 
on 22 July 2015. The day was organised 
by a group of students from the University 
of Pretoria’s Faculty of Veterinary Science, 
namely Amy Bezuidenhout, Emca du 
Plessis, Jamiela Cornelius, Jan-Daniel 
Du Preez and Simoné Carrington, in 
partnership with the Loate Community 
Veterinary Clinic. 
The day started with the dogs and cats 
receiving basic veterinary healthcare, 
which included vaccinations (5-in-1 and 
rabies), deworming, and tick and flea 
treatments. Seven dogs were transported 
to the Hatfield Bird and Animal Hospital for 
sterilisation. 

The students provided information 
covering various aspects of pet care, 
including the benefits of vaccination and 

deworming, training, good nutrition (and what to 
avoid feeding) and behavioural issues. They also 
assisted pet owners in learning some basic training 
techniques for their pets, such as teaching them to 
sit and come on command and to walk on a leash.

The students gained valuable hands-on practical 
experience by providing primary healthcare under 
the guidance of CVC veterinarians. Dr Dave Kenyon, 
Loate CVC’s Principal Veterinarian, commented that 
part of Loate CVC’s mandate is to provide education 
to the local community. Therefore, the community 

Veterinary students making a 
difference!
There is no gift greater than the gift of knowledge.

An initiative of the
SOUTH AFRICAN
VETERINARY ASSOCIATION
Non-profit Company: 1998/016654/08
Non-profit Organisation: 000-234 NPO
Public Benefit Organisation: 130001321

CVC News I CVC Nuus

>>> 36
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engagement project of the University of Pretoria is a great help as the 
students assist with providing education. 

Underdogs SA Rehabilitation Centre volunteers were all on hand throughout 
the morning, providing information on responsible pit bull ownership. They 
also handed out dog collars, leashes, dog food and beds. The day closed 
with an educational puppet show for the children from the community. A big 
thank you to all who contributed towards making the day a success, and a 
special word of thanks to our sponsors, Rogz, Montego, V-Tech Laboratories, 
Kobus Myburgh (puppet show), Kyron Laboratories, Underdogs, Ali Makgato 
(mobile clinic) and Themba Sithole, Nico Doughts, Shirley Mtsenga and 
Philisiwe Nkosi (UNISA student volunteers). v

These particles are 0.01-0.1mm in size and are 
small spherical bodies suspended within the 
formed vitreous. They are thought to be calcium- 
and phosphorus-containing lipid and may arise 
from the degenerate vitreous collagen fibrils. It 
can be a unilateral or bilateral phenomenon and 
even in its densest presentation it does not seem 
to have any obvious effect on vision. In dogs, 
there seems to be an association with iridociliary 
neoplasia. 
The diagnosis can also easily be made on ocular 
ultrasound where the entire vitreous is filled with 
many point-like focal echos. Patients that have 
severe asteroid hyalosis are not ideal candidates 
for cataract surgery. There is no treatment for 
this degenerative condition. v

CVC News I CVC Nuus
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tapetal reflex is noted. If there is asteroid 
hyalosis present, the reflected light from 
the tapetum will illuminate small particles 
suspended in the vitreous and these will 
be seen as a small refractive particle. 
Incoming light can also illuminate these 
particles giving a bright star or snow-
flake particle appearance.

EYE COLUMN <<< 34
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Letters I Briewe

Worthy Colleague,

Life is full of challenges and quite often 
when one door closes, we look so long 
at the closed door that we do not see the 
new door that has been opened for us! 

It is essential that we deal with issues and stressors 
as soon as possible in order to prevent these from 
clouding our view or from escalating. Making time at 

the end of each day for dealing with issues and stressors 
can be of immeasurable value. Consider the following:
1. Unforgiveness imprisons you! The good news is 

however, that you hold the key to this prison, the key 
being forgiveness. By forgiving, you set yourself free! 
Take time at the end of the day and identify people 
whom you need to forgive - people who did not pay 
their bill, people that are ungrateful, people that have 
pets but cannot afford to care for them, people that 
made comments that hurt or offended you. Say out 
loud ‘I choose to forgive X for Y and set them free’. 
And remember to follow by forgiving yourself for 
having allowed yourself to get upset, or feel hurt, or 
not saying or doing something, or for a mistake made. 
Say out loud ‘I choose to forgive myself for Z and set 
myself free’. It is worth the time and effort, as you will 
experience relief in the form of a load being lifted off 
your shoulders!

2. Women are wired to talk about the day’s events, 
not only to make sense out of it, but also to feel 
emotionally well. This can be attributed to the fact 
there are strong connections between the rational 
and emotional brain hemispheres in women and 
their thinking functions like a ball of spaghetti where 
everything is intertwined. Talking is a woman’s natural 
response to stress. Make sure as a woman, that you 
make time to talk about the day’s events with someone 
that is willing to listen before going to bed. If this need 
to offload is not met, these “problems” accumulate and 
it will result in a woman feeling emotionally unwell.

3. Men are not wired to talk about the day’s events. 
Men think in boxes and they can only be in one box 
at a time, as there are limited connections between 
the rational and emotional brain hemispheres in men. 
Hence during the day, if there is something that upsets 
them or stresses them out, it is placed in the emotional 
box while carrying on performing their work duties. 
At the end of the day men will feel that something is 
wrong but will not be sure what it is unless they return 
to their emotional boxes. Men are wired to deal with 
these issues by finding solutions to these problems 
by themselves. Men need time by themselves for 
this process. The risk is that men may however pile 

everything into their emotion box and never return to 
deal with it. Make sure as a man that you make time to 
be alone and visit your emotional box and be realistic; 
it is not humanly possible to find a solution for every 
problem.

4. “Worrying does not empty tomorrow of its troubles, it 
empties today of its strength” – Corrie ten Boom

At the beginning of each day, consider taking five 
minutes in the morning before everyone starts running 
around to perform their daily duties, to just share or read 
from a daily motivational. There are numerous websites 
where free motivational quotes are available. Even 
consider getting a little black or white board and write 
the day’s daily motivational on it so that the staff can be 
reminded of it during the day. 

Most important of all, if you feel as though you are not 
coping or you feel overwhelmed, the responsibility to 
speak up and speak out is yours! Help is just a phone call 
away! v
With love,
Your colleague, Sunelle Strydom

Letters I Briewe
•••	LETTER FROM ... Sunelle Strydom

The SAVA Stress Management 
Hotline is there to assist members who are 
experiencing personal problems by offering 
access to professional counselling/advice. 

The hotline can assist with referrals or simply offer much 
needed emotional support when anxiety, depression, 
anger, grief, loneliness and fear are at their highest. 

Prof Ken Pettey 082 882 7356 ken.pettey@up.ac.za
Dr Sunelle Strydom  083 287 2196  drsunelle@vodamail.co.za 
Dr Aileen Pypers 072 599 8737 aileen.vet@gmail.com
Dr Willem Schultheiss 082 323 7019 willem.schultheiss@ceva.com
Dr Henk Basson  082 820 4810 hjbasson1@gmail.com
Dr Joseph van Heerden  083 305 6474 doretha@global.co.za
Dr Stuart Varrie  083 650 3651 stuartvarrie@gmail.com

The following SAVA members are available on the SAVA stress 
management hotline. If required, they will refer you to professionals.
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Obesity - A one health 
problem!

The aim of National Obesity week, which 
will be held in South Africa from 
15 - 19 October 2015, is to make all 
South Africans aware of the dangers of 
being overweight. In a study published in 
Lancet in 2014, it was found that South 
Africa is the fattest sub-Saharan African 
nation, with seven out of 10 women 
and four out of 10 men in SA having 
significantly more body fat than what is 
deemed healthy. 

In support of National Obesity 
Week, Hill’s has launched the 
#Pet Obesity Week campaign. 
During October hundreds of 
practices are offering free 

weight assessments to encourage 
owners to get a professional opinion 
on their pet’s weight. 
This is absolutely vital; research 
has shown that 9 out of 10 owners 
mistakenly identify their pets’ 
weight as normal. People have 
simply forgotten what healthy looks 
like. It is also an opportunity to give 
nutritional advice and recommend 
a weight loss food or programme, if 
indicated.

Obesity is the biggest health 
problem facing South African pets, 
with the epidemic of overweight 
in humans being mirrored in the 
cat and dog population. Obesity in 
pets is just as threatening to the 
animals as it is to their owners with 
diseases being diagnosed in obese 
pets eerily similar to those reported 
for people e.g. arthritis, urinary 
conditions, skin conditions, heart 

disease and cancer. Research has 
demonstrated that overweight dogs 
live shorter lives (an average of 
two years) and that fat pets are less 
happy. 

A possible link between obesity and 
the human-animal bond was noted 
by Shearer (2010), who suggested 
that owners of overweight cats and 
dogs use food as an acceptable 
form of communication and 
interaction with their pets. Similarly, 
Kienzle and others (1998) found 
that obese dogs were more often 
present when the owner prepared 
or ate their own meals, and were 
fed titbits then. 

They also confirmed the finding 
that owners of obese dogs tend 
to be obese themselves, and that 
they took little interest in their own 
health compared to owners of 
normal-weight dogs and concluded 
that part of the explanation of the 
behaviour of owners of obese dogs 
is a transfer of the owners’ eating 
habits and attitude to health to their 
dogs.

Changes In our lifestyle also play a 
role. If we think about the lifestyles 
of many of our young people we 
can readily see how their pets are 
emulating those lifestyles. If a child 
is playing video games all day, the 
dog isn’t outside playing, but rather 
sitting at their feet or on the sofa. If 
the child is lying around snacking 
on high-calorie treats, chances are 
the dog is sharing in those same 
excess calories and is also likely 
to get something from the dinner 
table.

Let’s take hands, educate our 
clients, improve the lives of our 
patients and change lives through 
nutrition. 

In the process, by motivating 
owners to become more active 
(when taking their dogs for a walk), 
we will also support the Department 
of Health to increase physical 
activity amongst our nation by 
10% and reducing the percentage 
of people who are obese and/or 
overweight by 10% by 2020. v
References available on request.
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+++

NEW PRESCRIPTION DIET™  
Metabolic+Mobility
Meet our new single solution for both.  
Together we can help your patients at risk.  

For more information, talk to your Hill’s Territory Manager.

1, 2 Data on file. Hill’s Pet Nutrition, Inc.

™Trademarks owned by Hill’s Pet Nutrition, Inc. ©2015
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REDUCES BODY WEIGHT  
BY 13% IN 60 DAYS1

IMPROVES MOBILITY 
IN AS LITTLE AS 21 DAYS2

JOINT

A great way to address both

is to work together

WEIGHT

CLINICALLY PROVEN NUTRITION:
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grow your practice 
with the right companion.
At FNB, we understand that owning a veterinary clinic, and dealing with animals daily, 

comes with a unique set of challenges. Which is why we want to take some of those 

challenges off your shoulders with a range of business banking solutions to suit your 

needs. So, whether you’re looking to buy, start, or grow your practice, FNB Commercial 

Property Finance has a finance solution to help you acquire property for your practice. 

First National Bank - a division of FirstRand Bank Limited. An Authorised Financial Services and Credit Provider (NCRCP20). 

For more information, email healthcare@fnb.co.za or search FNB Business.

Promotional I Promosie
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Promotional I Promosie

SPECIALIST REFERRAL 
HOSPITAL
•	Open	24	Hours

•	General	and	Referral	Practice

•	Emergency	and	Critical-care	Facility

•	Overnight	Hospitalisation	with	Veterinary	

supervision

•	Telephone	(011)	706-6023	(All	Hours)

6 Ballyclare Drive, Bryanston

email: bvh@global.co.za
web: bryanstonvet.co.za

co k

Have you ever thought of working in England? 

Do you have at least 3 years’ small animal 
clinical experience and enjoy practising 
to a high standard?

We are a large veterinary partnership with 
state-of-the-art equipment such as MRI, 
CT, ultrasound, laparoscopy and our own 
blood bank. 

We are looking for experienced, 
dynamic and entrepreneurial vets to 
join our network of friendly practices, 
either as an employee or as a partner.

Medivet is an accredited A-rated 
sponsor and we are able to issue 
certificates of sponsorship for tier 
2 (general) visas for suitable 
veterinary surgeon candidates.

If you are interested in 
working and settling in the 
UK, please send your CV and 
covering letter to Daniel at  
vetrecruitment@medivet.co.uk

www.medivet.co.uk/vet-professionals

England’s Calling…
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The Code Company offers the unique combination of software 
development, graphic design, multimedia, practice management, 
marketing and operational expertise tailored by a wealth of 
experience in the veterinary industry. Innovation is at the core of 
everything we do, as we embrace technology to provide simple & 
practical solutions for the veterinary environment.

Our knowledge and understanding of the veterinary industry allows 
us to offer a number of solutions as our aim is to become a full house 
provider of all that your practice requires. 
 
We offer solutions and services as an extension to your practice 
allowing us to focus on moving your business forward while you focus 
on veterinary medicine.

CALL US TODAY
to find out how we can benefit you

Internet, mobile, business solutions for the veterinary industry.

0861 000 VET (838) 
info@codeco.co.za
www.codeco.co.za

Let The Code Company be your preferred IT partner in:
Website Development

Social Media

Hosting

E-commerce

Mobile Solutions

Training

Search Engine Optimisation

Bulk Marketing

Software Development
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Codeco_full-2015-vetnewsV3.pdf   1   22-Jun-15   5:06:52 PM
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RADIATION ONCOLOGY 
(Referral Practice) 

Dr Georgina Crewe BVSc. 
MSc. (Wits)

Radiation Therapy may be used 
alone or in conjunction with 
surgery and chemotherapy. 

Radiation is particularly useful in 
the treatment of solar induced 

squamous cell carcinoma, 
cutaneous mast cell tumours 

and sarcomas. Palliative 
radiation is successful for most 
tumours as the tumour shrinks 
and the peripheral nerves are 

released relieving the pain 
caused by the tumour. For more 
information or to discuss a case 

please contact: 

Georgina Crewe, 
115 9th Ave., Fairland,
Johannesburg 2195,

Telephone: 
011-678-3121,

Cell: 082-492-6247, 
E-mail:

georgina.crewe@acenet.co.za

VETERINARY BUSINESS 
CONSULTANT

Dr Robin Linde
BSc, BVSc,

Cert Business Management

If you do need help with:
•	 Practice	evaluation
•	 Buying	or	selling	a	practice
•	 Financial	management
•	 KPI/Benchmarking
•	 Stock	and	merchandise	

management
•	 Marketing	management
•	 Human	resource	

management
•		 Client	management
Please phone me on cell:

082 075 4111
Email:

robin@rlconsulting.co.za

BIRD AND 
EXOTIC ANIMAL 

HOSPITAL
The only Avian and Exotic 

specific practice in SA. 
Access to advanced 

diagnostics and treatments. 
Emergency	Care	24	hrs	

Behaviour, Husbandry and 
Diet consults Soft tissue and 

Orthopaedic surgery
Dr DL Elliott Dip Vet 

Nur BVSc; DR JS Steyn 
BSc BVSc Based in the 

Onderstepoort Veterinary 
Academic Hospital

www.birdandexotic.co.za 
• vet@birdandexotic.co.za 

• 012 529 8105 • A/H 
Emergencies 079 525 0368
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WELL-EQUIPPED 
SMALL-ANIMAL 

PRACTICE IN 
PORT ELIZABETH 
REQUIRES 3RD 

VETERINARIAN TO 
START AS SOON AS 

POSSIBLE!

Short or long-term 
contract available. 
Salary negotiable 

according to SAVA 
guidelines.

Please e-mail CV to 
drt@npah.co.za (Thys 

Terblanché) OR sharon@
npah.co.za (Sharon 

Lange)

 Newton Park Animal 
Hospital: Tel. 041 364 

1115 or 
041 364 1183 or Cell 082 

718 6200 

nadas ark

2 VETERINARIANS 
REQUIRED IN LOUIS 

TRICHARDT, LIMPOPO
Busy practice, small animals, 

exotic pets and equines.

Want to expand into wildlife 
and production animals.

SAVA remuneration rates, 
equal sharing of after-hours and 

weekends.

New graduates welcome. 
Long-term	investment	/	

dividends possible.

Professional, responsible, 
genuine patient care essential

Send CV’s to nadasark@
gmail.com

082 781 0069

VETERINARY 
SURGEON REQUIRED

A veterinary surgeon is 
required for dual-centre 

(Durban/Cape Town) 
veterinary practice, with 
the potential to travel to 
our newmarket, england 

branch.
Racing and stud 

management experience is 
essential.

Candidates must have 
extensive experience in 
equine practice and the 

ability to manage referral 
caseload (including colics 

and neonatal intensive 
care).

Apply to Baker & McVeigh 
Equine Hospital KZN (Pty) 

Ltd
Email: vets@mcveigh.

co.za
Fax: 031 7691077

VETERINARY 
PROFESSIONALS 

REQUIRED 
IN THE UK!

Sponsorship opportunities 
available

For further information 
please refer to our 

website
http://www.a1locums.
com/international_
sponsorship.php
or email Niel at 

n.keays@a1locums.com

URGENT!!!
 OPEN POSITION’S

FOR VETERINARIAN
VETERINARY NURSE

 Full-time and Qualified
For a mixed practice
With small, large and 

wild animals

Practice is in Meyerton
GAUTENG

EMAIL: 
Dr. F.J.H. Boonzaaier

mwdiere@mweb.co.za
or

PHONE: 083 236 9650

WESTVILLE 
VETERINARY HOSPITAL

WE ARE A BUSY DYNAMIC 
PRACTICE LOOKING TO 

RECRUIT ANOTHER NURSE 
TO JOIN OUR FRIENDLY 

TEAM
The full time position offers 
one day off a week, no after 
hours work and one week 

end rotation on in four, 
giving time off to enjoy what 

coastal KZN has to offer.
Remuneration will depend 

on experience, as per SAVA 
guidelines, with a package 
including contributions to 
Medical Aid and Pension 

Fund.
Interested?

Send your CV to 
vet@westvet.co.za, and if 
you sound like the person 

we are looking for, we will 
be happy to pay for you to 

come and see us!

THE BLUE CROSS 
VETERINARY 
HOSPITAL IN 
NEWLANDS,
CAPE TOWN 

is looking for 2 
veterinary nurses. 

One position for 
predominantly equine 
duties and the other 
predominantly small 

animals. 

Please contact 

Chyanne at 
bcvet@global.co.za

PRACTICE MANAGER REQUIRED 
FOR 24HR SMALL ANIMAL AND 

REFERRAL VET HOSPITAL IN 
CAPE TOWN 

Duties include general management, 
financial and administrative functions 

and oversight, human resources, 
equipment purchase and maintenance 

and ensuring the successful day 
to day running of the practice and 
vetshop. This position will offer 
the right candidate an amazing 

opportunity to work with respected 
specialists and general veterinarians 
that offer a high standard of patient 
care and treatment. The different 
aspects of the job will allow you 

to challenge yourself in all areas of 
management whilst working alongside 

a great team. The ideal candidate 
must have general management, 

system development and HR skills. 
Financial insight and comprehension 

of financial statements required. 
Veterinary or medical practice 

management experience will be 
ideal. Salary commensurate with 

experience. Starting date Nov. 2015.
For more information, contact 

Candice Harrington on 
021 674 0034 or send CV and cover 

letter to admin@camc.co.za 
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VETERINARIAN/VEEARTS
MANCHESTER (UK)

A great opportunity has arisen to join our 
experienced full-time vet team of 5 in 

Manchester (United Kingdom). Along with our 
qualified nurses and experienced reception 

team, we run a busy small-animal clinic 
with a varied surgical and medical caseload, 
including routine, soft tissue, orthopaedics 

and medical care. A competitive salary 
and generous CPD allowance is on offer. 
Applicants must have a RCVS-recognised 

degree without the need for bridging exams. 
Varied contract lengths are available. For 

further information please contact 
john-michael.maloney@companioncare.co.uk

Ref15AU03

AUSTRALIA
Small-animal veterinarian required – Australia. 

Live and work in one of the world’s most 
liveable cities. Join a very well-equipped, 

high-quality practice in Adelaide. Varied case 
load - including birds and reptiles. Work 
permits provided (conditions apply). For 

further information, please contact Denise 
Pernich at Vetlink denise@vetlink.com.au.

Ref15OC03

FREE STATE/VRYSTAAT
BLOEMFONTEIN

Bloemfontein Vet Hospital requires one 
full-time Veterinarian to join us at our well- 

equipped multi-man mixed practice. There is 
a partnership opportunity for the right person, 

SAVA recommended salary rates paid, new 
graduates welcome. Please contact us at 
051 444 1460, Cenvet@connix.co.za or Dr 

Ryan Niemand 082 772 9598
Ref15MA02

MPUMALANGA
GROBLERSDAL/MARBLE HALL

Loskop Dierekliniek benodig die dienste van 
‘n veearts en ‘n veterinêre verpleegster. Ons 

is ‘n gemengde plattelandse praktyk met 
‘n goeie balans van kleindiere, grootdiere 

en wild en is gelee in die Loskopvallei 
(Groblersdal en Marble Hall) omgewing. 
Aangename werksomstandighede met 

unieke uitdagings elke dag. Bel Sr Corne 
Steenkamp op 013 261 1167 of stuur u CV na 

Loskopdierekliniek@gmail.com
Ref15SP01

NORTH WEST/NOORDWES
RUSTENBURG

Gemengde praktyk in Rustenburg op 

soek na ’n veearts met belangstelling in 
produksiediere en wild, om by ons in te 

skakel. Ondervinding in die twee velde sal 
handig te pas kom, maar pas gegradueerdes 

is ook welkom. Kontak ons by 
014 533 2084 vir meer inligting.

Ref14OC06

POTCHEFSTROOM/FOCHVILLE
Troeteldierartse: Geleenthede in die 

universiteitstad, Potchefstroom en vir ’n arts 
wat onafhanklik kan werk in die plattelandse 

Fochville (75km vanaf Jhb-middestad) met die 
oog op eienaarskap. 

Skakel Douw van der Nest: 018 297 1846 
Ref15MA14

LICHTENBURG
Besige 3-man praktyk soek ‘n assistent 

veearts om by ons span van 10 persone aan 
te sluit. Ons is ‘n gemengde diere praktyk, 
(70% kleindiere, 20% beeste, 5% perde, 

5% skape) geleë te Lichtenburg. Ideaal vir 
‘n veearts wat ondervinding wil opdoen van 
alle aspekte van ‘n privaat praktyk. Dienste 

(na-ure, naweke) word gelyk verdeel. Kontak 
Anton/Andrea, 018 632 3011/ 084 970 8146

Ref15SP07

SWARTRUGGENS/RUSTENBURG
Kwalata Veterinary Wildlife Services (100% 

wildlife practice) is looking for a veterinarian 
with some experience to start in Nov/

Dec 2015. We immobilise between 8000 
- 10000 animals annually. Located in the 

Swartruggens/Rustenburg area, with full-time 
access to two R44 helicopters. Contact Nico 

on 082 322 9579/nedupreez@gmail.com 
Ref15OC08

WESTERN CAPE/WESKAAP
KNYSNA

Animal Antics veterinary consulting rooms in 
Knysna is looking for a vet to join our mixed 

practice. New graduates welcome. 
E-mail vetwtait@gmail.com       

Ref15JN15

MALMESBURY
Benodig Veearts met ± 3 jaar ondervinding. 

Kontaknommer: 0845855730
Ref15JL09

CALEDON
Overberg Dierehospitaal benodig ‘n 

voltydse veearts met ‘n minimum van een 
jaar werksondervinding, en met die oog 
op ‘n langtermyn verbintenis. Hierdie is 

‘n gemengde plattelandse praktyk (60% 
produksie en 40% troeteldiere) wat beskik oor 
‘n goed toegeruste kleindierhospitaal. Salaris 
volgens SAVV skale. Aanvangsdatum – begin 

Januarie 2016. Kontak Dr Oubaas Retief, 
028 212 1551 (08:00 - 17:00) of 

082 807 4436 (SLEGS NA 19:00), 
e-pos iretief@overnet.co.za

Ref15SP02

CERES
Assistant required 5 for man practice. Well-

equipped mixed practice – small-animal, 
production animal and equine. Small-animal 

and equine theatre. In house chemistry digital 
X-ray, ultrasound, endoscopy. Send CV to 

Francina @ ceresvet@intekom.co.za or Fax: 
023 3161 885 / 086 669 2921 

Ref15SP09

MILNERTON
Assistant veterinarian required for small 

animal veterinary hospital to start as soon 
as possible. Practice is well-equipped and 
is in an upmarket area. Pleasant working 

hours, shared weekends and no after hours 
call-outs. Ideal candidate to have about 
3 years experience. Vacancy would suit 

someone who is confident, enthusiastic, loves 
people and pets. Must be dedicated and 

conscientious. Please send CV to: 
thevetad@gmail.com   

Ref15SP11

GAUTENG
Position available at VetCare Clinics. 

Graduates and experienced vets welcome to 
apply. Fully equipped facilities with up to date 
technology. Salary according to experience 

and ability. Send CV to practice manager, Brad 
Parfitt. brad@vetcareclinics.co.za Practice tel 

number 011-795 2034
Ref15MY04

EAST RAND
Vet assistant with 1 or more years’ experience 
required in busy East Rand practice, with an 

option to buy the practice. 
Contact Hans on 082-411-6527.

Ref15JN04

VANDERBYLPARK
Driehoek Dierehospitaal is opsoek na ‘n 

gemotiveerde 2-talige veearts-assistant, 1-3 
jaar gekwalifiseer. Tenvolle toegeruste praktyk, 
hoofsaaklik kleindiere maar ook grootdiere en 

wild. CV’s na driehoekacc@telkomsa.net
Ref15AU01
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JOHANNESBURG
Veterinarian required for full-time position at 
well-equipped small-animal hospital in NW 

suburbs. No after-hours and generous leave. 
Salary commensurate with experience. 

Please send CV’s to 
jansenanton898@gmail.com or 

contact 011 673-6783. 
Ref15AU04

NORTHRAND ANIMAL CLINIC (KYALAMI)
We are looking for an equine veterinarian for 
a busy equine practice in Kyalami to start as 

soon as possible. Salary negotiable according 
to experience. Contact: Dr Mike Ross (011) 

4683100 or email CV to mike@nrac.co.za for 
further details.

Ref15AU10

WELTEVREDEN PARK
Full-time / weekend locum position available 

for small-animal vet in well equipped practice. 
Send CV to labrador@discoverymail.co.za or 

fax 086 643 1471
Ref15SP04

PRETORIA
Two positions available at a clinic based 

outside Pretoria. Full-time registered 
veterinary nurse. Veterinarian for equine and 

production animal work, with at least 2- 4 
years experience in equines. Veterinarian will 

receive basic salary and commission.
Please send CV’s or enquiries to 

diepoortkliniek@gmail.com 
Ref15OC01

JOHANNESBURG (NORTHERN SUBURBS)
Experienced vet required for well-established 
small animal practice group in Jhb northern 

suburbs. 
E-mail CV to trish@codeco.co.za

Ref15OC02

MIDRAND
Urgently looking for two vets, preferably small 
animals/equines (mixed). Hours will be taylor-
made, sense of humour essential. In Midrand. 

Please call Roz on 083 375 3006
 Ref15OC05

PRETORIA EAST
Wilgers Animal Hospital, a well-equipped 
small-animal practice in Pretoria East is 
looking for a motivated and enthusiastic 
small-animal veterinarian to join us from 

November. Position involves shared after-
hours and weekend duties. 

Please contact Dr Bodo Schroeder on 
012-8075043 or send your application and CV 

to bodo@wilgersvet.co.za
Ref15OC06

MULDERSDRIFT (WEST RAND)
Our mixed animal practice is looking for a 

third vet to join our team as soon as possible. 
Must have a special interest in large animals 

and equines. 

Please contact us on: 
muld_vet@mweb.co.za or 
0832944238 / 011-7952025

Ref15OC07

KWAZULU-NATAL/
KOKSTAD

A successful three-man, mixed veterinary 
practice in Kokstad has a vacancy for 
a full-time, experienced production-

animal veterinarian. 
This vacancy would suit a 

colleague looking to be part of a well-
equipped, mixed practice of companion-

animal work and large animal, dairy, beef and 
equine work with partnership opportunity. 
Experience in production animals required. 

Phone Dr Nischk 0833053093 or 
Dr Kilian 0835573388, 

Clinic 0397271899
Ref15AP03

NEWCASTLE
Veterinarian wanted in a busy three-vet mixed 
animal practice in Newcastle, KwaZulu-Natal. 
Duties shared and salary according to SAVA 

recommended rates. 
Good long-term prospects. New graduates 
welcome to apply. Send CV to ncanduvet@

telkomsa.net or contact Barry Rafferty at 
0827897940
Ref15JN14

KZN NORTH COAST
Mtubatuba Veterinary Clinic, a mixed rural 
practice (near St Lucia) seeks an assistant 
veterinarian on a full- or part-time basis. 

Please contact Sandy on 
035 550 0349 for more information. 

Email CV to: mtubavet@telkomsa.net
Ref15OC04

LIMPOPO/
POLOKWANE 

Pietersburg Dierekliniek - gemengde praktyk 
in Polokwane op soek na veeartse met 

belangstelling in produksiediere en wild, 
om by ons in te skakel. Ondervinding in die 

twee velde sal handig te pas kom, maar 
pas gegradueerdes is ook welkom. Salaris 
volgens SAVA. Langtermyn moontlikhede. 

Pos dadelik beskikbaar. 
Kontaknommer: 015 2912107 

of stuur u CV na 
mwpbgvet@mweb.co.za 

Ref15AU06

LOCUM/LOKUM
FREE STATE

BLOEMFONTEIN
Regular locum required for a 

small animal practice. 
Every 2nd or 3rd weekend if possible. 

Please contact 
Dr. N J Labuschagne 

at 079 528 1079
Ref15OC09

VETERINARY NURSE/
VETERINÊRE VERPLEEGSTER

GAUTENG/JOHANNESBURG
Johannesburg SPCA is looking for a 

motivated veterinary nurse or animal-health 
technician to join our veterinary team. Should 
have genuine interest in animal-welfare work. 

Duties involve predominantly companion-
animal and a small percentage of livestock. 
Great opportunity for new graduates to gain 
experience with our veterinary team. Kindly 
forward CV and SAVC registration to Dr A.F. 
Suleyman at jhbspca@jhbspca.co.za or vets 

@jhbspca.co.za.
Ref13SP13

GAUTENG
Position for veterinary nurse available at the 

VetCare Clinic Group. Send CV to brad@
vetcareclinics.co.za or phone 011 795 2034. 

Practice manager – Brad Parfitt.
Ref15AU09

WES-KAAP/WESTERN CAPE
CERES

Enthusiastic vet nurse required for 5 man 
practice. Small animal, production animal 

and equine.Well-equipped small-animal and 
equine theatre. In house chemistry, digital 

X-ray, ultrasound and endoscopy. Send CV to 
Francina@ceresvet@intekom.co.za or 

Fax: 023 3161 885 / 086 669 2921 
Ref15SP10

KNYSNA
Knysna Veterinary Clinic is looking for 
a veterinary nurse to join our five-vet, 

two-nurse practice in the Garden Route. 
Supportive working environment and 

friendly clientele. Salary according to SAVA 
guidelines. New graduates welcome to apply. 

Please e-mail or fax CV to 
accounts@knysnavet.co.za 

or 086 685 5034.
Ref15OC10

PRACTICE FOR SALE/
PRAKTYK TE KOOP

WES-KAAP/WESTERN CAPE
CAPE TOWN (SOUTHERN SUBURBS)

Lifestyle & job satisfaction at an excellent 
price. Small practice (currently 1-man but 

with scope for more) with dedicated clients, 
comfortable income, convenient hours. 

Option to purchase property. 
Contact sbavni@telkomsa.net

Ref15AU13

VRYSTAAT / FREE STATE
Gemengde plattelandse eenman praktyk 

te koop in die Noord-Vrystaat. 70% 
produksiediere, 30% perde en kleindiere. 
Uitbreidingsmoontlikhede, veral in wild. 

Ideale geleentheid om jou eie praktyk te besit. 
Kontak Nico by 0762690722.

Ref15AU12
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 Dagboek Diary
October 2015
Western	Cape	Branch	Congress	
COMBINED	with	Western	Cape	Equine	
Congress	(3	October),	2	–	3	Oct,	Protea	
Hotel, Durbanville. 
Info: Madaleen Schultheiss, Vetlink, 
012-346-1590, www.vetlink.co.za.
14th	WEVA	CONGRESS,	6	–	10	Oct,	
Hotel	Presidente	Intercontinental	
Guadalajara	Jalisco	Mexico.	
Info: The official website of the 
conference is weva2015guadalajara.com
Equine:	Gastrointestinal	Tract	
(International	speaker:	Dr	Richard	
Hepburn),	14	–	15	Oct,	Equicare,	
Midrand,	Johannesburg.	
Info: Emma Alsop, 
alsop.emma31@yahoo.co.uk 
Veterinary Association of Namibia 
Annual	Scientific	Congress,	15	–	17	
October 2015, Swakopmund Hotel & 
Entertainment	Centre.	
Info: www.van.org.na
Federal	Council	of	the	SAVA,	17	Oct,	
VetHouse, Pretoria. 
Info: Elize Nicholas, 012-346-1150; 
elize@sava.co.za 
Equine: The Neck, Back and Pelvis 
(International	speaker:	Dr	Richard	
Hepburn),	17	–	18	Oct,	Equicare,	

Midrand,	Johannesburg.	
Info: Emma Alsop, 
alsop.emma31@yahoo.co.uk 
Intensive	Care	Seminar,	24	–	25	Oct,	
Montecasino,	Fourways.	
Info: Madaleen Schultheiss, Vetlink, 
012-346-1590, www.vetlink.co.za.
Pig	Vet	Society:	Annual	General	Meeting	
(AGM).	28	–29	Oct,	Vethouse,	Pretoria.	
Info: Dr Peter Evans, peter@csvet.co.za

November 2015
Northern	Natal/Midlands	Branch	
Congress,	7	–	8	Nov,	Rawdon’s	Hotel,	
Midlands,	KZN.
Info: Madaleen Schultheiss, Vetlink, 
012-346-1590, www.vetlink.co.za.
Advanced	Course	in	Wildlife	Chemical	
Immobilization	and	Field	Practice,	9-13	
November 2015, Veterinary Wildlife 
Services in Kruger National Park.
Info: Martin Thompson, 
Tel 011 434 2355, 
martin.thompson@ce.up.ac.za

December 2015
Africa	Livestock,	Meat	and	Fisheries	
Summit Business Opportunity Fair and 
Expo,	3	–4	Dec,	Durban.
Info: Calvin Ncube, 011 056 9493, 072 
157 0076, calvin@mcgroup.co.za or visit 
www.mcgroup.co.za

2016
January 2016
International	perspectives	on	rhino	
health and management, 25th and 26th 
January 2016, Faculty of Veterinary 
Science, Onderstepoort, Pretoria. 
Info: René Perridge, 
rene.perridge@up.ac.za

February 2016
SAEVA	Congress,	14	–	17	Feb,	East	
London	Convention	Centre.	
Info: Madaleen Schultheiss, Vetlink, 
012-346-1590, www.vetlink.co.za.

March 2016
RuVASA	Congress,	10	–	12	March,	
The Ranch, near Polokwane. Theme 
“Nutrition for Health, Production and 
Profit “. 
Info: Madaleen Schultheiss, Vetlink, 
012-346-1590, www.vetlink.co.za.

April 2016
10th	International	Equine	Diseases	
Conference,	4	–	8	Apr,	Buenos	Aires,	
Argentina.
Info: www.internationaleidc.com

September 2016
WSAVA	Congress,	27	–	30	Sep	2016,	
Cartagena,	Columbia	 v

Diary I Dagboek

For an up-to-date calendar, visit “SAVA Events” on the member section of the SAVA website.

MPUMALANGA/EVANDER
Gemengde plattelandse praktyk te koop in 

Evander, Mpumalanga. Eienaar tree uit. 
Skakel asseblief Dr. Venter gedurende 
kantoorure by 017 6322510 vir verdere 

inligting./ 
Mixed rural practice for sale in Evander, 
Mpumalanga. Owner whishes to retire. 
For further information please contact 

Dr. Venter during office hours on 
017 6322510.
Ref15SP06

KWAZULU-NATAL/NORTHERN KZN
Mixed animal practice. Well-equipped and 

priced to sell. Country living with 85% 
companion animal and the rest made up of 
horses, farm animals, wildlife, exotics and 
birds with a huge potential for expansion 
in farm animal practice and game. Owner 

emigrating. Enquiries to hfmvet@gmail.com. 
Ref15OC11

GAUTENG/PRETORIA
Gevestigde praktyk (35 jaar) in ooste van 

Pretoria te koop. Eienaar wil aftree. Kontak 
eienaar 0824915896. Practice in eastern 

suburbs of Pretoria for sale, owner wants to 
retire. Contact 0824915896.

Ref15OC12

FOR SALE/TE KOOP
ANAESTHETIC MACHINE

New vet anaesthetic machine with refurbished 
TEC4 vaporiser R35,500 or with NEW MSS3 
Forane vaporiser R41,500. We convert your 
Mk3 Halothane Vap to Forane. All servicing 

and calibrations done by retired chief 
anaesthetic technician ex Groote Schuur 

Hospital. 
Call Cassim 021-705-2880 / 

082-681-9742 
email encass@telkomsa.netwww.

cvanaesthetics.co.za.
Ref13JA01

ANAESTHETIC MACHINE
Dräger Titus A Anaesthetic Machine, Serviced 

September 2014 by Dräger. New halothane 
vapouriser 2000 model but can use any 

flurane. Uses a low oxygen flow rate of less 
than 1 litre/m. Price R17 500 ono. 

Contact Craig 083 251 9004 or 
bvcvet@gmail.com

Ref15OC14

ULTRASOUND
Esaote Technos ultrasound machine with 4 
probes - cardiac, linear, convex, and micro-
convex with range from 2.5-15.5 MHz. Price 

R130,000 neg. 
Contact Bryanston Veterinary Hospital at 

bvh@global.co.za
Ref15MY08

BLOOD ANALYSER
Heska Herme-True Blood Analyser, 2 years old 

still in immaculate condition. 
R60 000.00, Serviced by Diag Import & 

Export. 
Contact Zululand Veterinary Hospital 

Tel: 035 – 7726937
Ref15OC13
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Regulars I Life plus 15

T here are so many things that 
influence our lives. One can 
experience the same thing 
extremely positively one day 
and totally negatively the 

next, or even within the next few hours. 
Marriage is one example. Anyone who 
has been married for even a few hours 
knows how difficult it can be, let alone 
those that have endured it for endless 
years. In the same way, however, it can 
be extremely supportive and enhancing.
What about the ‘marriage’ that most 
private practitioners will get involved 
in; the marriage of a partnership. This 
makes regular marriage a walk in the 
park.

There are so many aspects to a 
partnership and probably the most 
troublesome is the financial side of the 
commitment. Do all the partners bring in 
equal amounts and is the income then 
shared equally? Is one of the members 
more involved in the necessary social 
aspects of the partnership and perhaps 
does not bring in the same amount of 
money, but is the prime ‘draw’ for the 
practice? How then is this accounted 
for? What about the goodwill generated 
over years when a young partner is 
introduced and also what does a senior 
partner get when he or she retires?

In a mixed practice, each partner 
usually prefers a certain aspect of the 
practice and, with time, becomes less 
capable in others. The person who has 
a direct interest in the small animal 
side will become less acceptable to 
the clients when large animal work 
is to be done. What, then, happens 
on week-ends? On a terrible Sunday 
evening I examined a bitch that needed 
a Caesarian, only to be told by the 
owner that Divine intervention would 
be necessary for me to successfully 
complete the operation, being only 
really involved with the large animal 
side of the practice. After a prayer 
meeting permission was granted and 

I must admit it was very reassuring 
to know that my hand was guided by 
greater forces. 

Age discrepancies between the partners 
are another hurdle; the older chaps 
don’t need all the technical support 
systems deemed necessary by the 
younger partners! Now that sounds 
very demeaning, but older large animal 
practitioners have all joined the Dung 
Beetle Club, having done more than 
one million pregnancy test and surely 
don’t need ultrasound to tell that a cow 
is pregnant, even at 36 days! Add the 
costly blood-analysers, x-ray developers 
and other tools (or toys) of the ever-
evolving science. All these things have 
a place, but often the older partners 
have got by for years without them 
and somehow managed. Were they 
cheap additions there would surely be 
no real problem, but when a modern 
endoscope can set one back a quarter 
of a million depreciating rands, only to 
be used once or twice a month, it is a 
consideration that can cause extreme 
stress. When the seldom used, but 
necessary blood-analyser is needed for 
an all-important test, the result of which 
is required immediately, there will no 
doubt only be expired test kits available!

Who has the answers? Certainly not me; 
I have been a one-man band for more 
than 30 years. This too has its problems, 
because it is so difficult to get free time 
at the right time. I heard of a one-man 
band who had solved her problems in 
this regard, by teaching her clients just 
not to expect her for three weeks of the 
year when she was on holiday – shut 
shop and take a break. Again, that’s fine, 
provided there are other practitioners 
in the vicinity who will help; fortunately 
this is often the case in towns but not 
easy for the large animal practitioner in 
some far-off village.

Then I have heard of a practice where 
there was a large age difference 
between the partners, where in 35 years 

of partnership they had hardly had a 
problem and, when problems occurred, 
they were easily solved and life carried 
on. These two well-respected vets had 
many points in common, not the least 
of which was a deep respect for each 
other and in addition neither was that 
concerned about their own well-being 
and both put the service of their clients 
well before their own needs. This 
practice flourished and the financial 
rewards duly followed. 

Introducing the younger vet into an 
established practice has to be done 
in such a way that they can afford the 
challenge, because if they are financially 
stressed by their acquisition it will cause 
far more problems than what it’s worth. 
Also, what does one pay a young vet 
who often battles to establish himself? 
One of the senior local vets told me 
the other evening at a CPD event that 
he employed three young vets, that 
he was the lowest paid of all and, if he 
offered them partnerships, they would 
be far worse off. The young vet with 
loans to pay off often finds this hard to 
understand; one I employed was found 
rummaging through the financials of my 
practice and ended up demanding more 
because she felt that she was bringing 
in far more than she was receiving 
– overheads and goodwill were not 
understood!

Lots of questions and no answers. 
Fortunately I don’t have to answer any 
of these being a one-man band, but I 
don’t know what I would do if I needed 
more free time and did not enjoy my 
work. I may well enjoy it far less if all 
the stresses mentioned above were part 
of my everyday life. Now a quiet glass 
of Chivas after a full day’s work solves 
most problems.

(After the first sip I remembered the 
complications of maternity leave and the 
working life-span of women vets versus 
men! Not my circus, not my monkeys; 
it’s all too complicated!) v

Life plus fifteen without parole
By Mike Lowry

Mike Lowry has been in veterinary practice for “Life plus 15” with no parole. 
In this column he shares his experiences and opinions.








